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WWWBGVIEWS.COM 
Ribeau 
welcomed 
Sidney Ribeau was 
formally welcomed 
to his new home at 
Howard University 
| Page 3 
A competition 
of pointless 
means 
CNN and Ashton 
Kutcher recently 
competed to see 
who could get more 
followers on Twitter, 
and columnist 
Marisha Pietrowski 
wonders why they even 
bothered | Page 4 
Remembering 
Columbine 
Dozens participated 
in a lie down" to 
mark the 10th 
anniversary of the 
Columbine shooting 
and to demand 
greater gun control 
legislation | Page 5 
Mismarked 
corners 
The marker for 
the Four Corners is 
off by 2.5 miles, 
misleading tourists 
wishing to be in four 
states at once | Page 9 
Falcon softball 
looks for win 
With a 2-2 record after 
last weekend's games, 
the Falcon softball 
team is aiming for a win 
against Michigan State 
to pull ahead in the win 
column | Page 6 
I Who do you want to have a secret 
handshake with? 
JOSH DECHANT 
Junior. Film Studies 
"Jimi Hendrix, because 
he's probably the 
greatest person who 
ever lived." | Page 4 
New organization aims to raise 
BGSU pride with Falcon Friday 
By Lin Chaf.tz 
Reporter 
Sophomore Nick North is a Falcon 
fan who wears his heart and spirit 
on his sleeve—almost literally. 
North, who has been promot- 
ing the upcoming l-alcon Friday, 
was on campus Saturday sport- 
ing an orange BGSU shirt, a 
brown hat and BGSU lanyard. 
Pakon Friday is a program by 
recently formed SPIRIT, Students 
Participating In Residential 
Initiatives and Traditions. The 
first Falcon Friday is slated for 
this Friday. The goal, North said, 
is to get as many students on 
campus to wear orange and 
brown as possible. 
SPIRIT, which was formed 
this semester, aims to gel more 
students involved on campus by 
extending membership to resi- 
dent advisers and hall directors. 
The resident advisers are being 
encouraged to incorporate the 
Ay Ziggy Zoomba fight song into 
the first floor meeting, along 
with the newly created Falcon 
handshake, the "Falcon Flap." 
The "Falcon Flap" consists 
of two people, each hitting the 
back of their hand against the 
other, hitting the front of their 
hands, sliding their hands down 
the other person's arm until 
reaching the elbow and then 
"flapping their arm like a falcon," 
North said. 
This Thursday North will be 
on campus wearing a full array 
of falcon gear — orange soccer 
socks, brown BGSU sweat pants, 
two BGSU shirts, a stuffed BGSU 
Falcon on his shoulder and an 
orange wig — ready to high five 
all of those in Falcon colors. 
"I've always been spirited,'' 
North said. "I was voted most 
spirited in high school, and I 
have high hopes for BG to be 
as spirited as some of the bigger 
schools." 
North will also be carrying 
around orange and brown duct 
tape and asking students wear- 
ing fan gear from other universi- 
ties to cover up wit h some Falcon 
colors. 
Katie Goodlin, a resident advis- 
See FALCON | Page 2 
PHOTO PH0VIDED BY TIFFANY AUGO 
SPIRIT: Sophomore Nick North puts on his 
Falcon gear to promote Univcsity spirit and 
Falcon Friday, which is latet this week. 
Iran 
president 
offends at 
.IN. racism 
By Frank Jordan* 
The Associated Press 
GENEVA — Iranian President 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad accused 
the West of using the Molocaust as 
a "pretext" for aggression against 
Palestinians, prompting walkouts 
by every European Union country 
at a UN. conference on racism. 
The meeting turned chaotic 
almost from the start when two 
protesters in rainbow wigs tossed 
red clown noses at 
Ahmadinejad as he 
began his speech 
with   a   Muslim 
prayer.  A Jewish 
student     group 
from France said it 
had been trying to 
convey "the mas- 
querade that this 
conference repre- 
sents." 
Ahmadinejad 
— tlie first govern- 
ment   official   to 
take the floor — 
restarted and deliv- 
ered his speech for 
more than a half- 
hour, saying the United States and 
Europe had helped establish Israel 
after Worid War II at the expense of 
Palestinians. 
"They resorted to military aggres- 
sion to make an entire nation 
homeless under the pretext of 
Jewish suffering," he said. 
i"hat prompted the walkout by 
some 40 diplomats from Britain 
and France and other European 
Union countries. The Europeans 
had threatened to leave the con- 
ference if it descended into anti- 
Semitism or other rhetoric harshly 
UN 
GLOBE 
JEOPARDY 
Local organizations to host fair on 
environmental issues tomorrow for Earth Day 
By Becky Tencr 
Reporter 
The planet is in peril and 
local organizations will spend 
tomorrow fighting for it with 
information, opportunities 
and protests. 
In light of Earth Day, which 
is celebrated every April 22, 
students will have the oppor- 
tunity to learn how to save 
the planet at the Eco-Fair, 
See EARTH DAY | Page 2 
Today: 
6:30-8:30 p.m. 
Screening ol "Burning the 
Future Coal m America" 
Union Multipurpose Room 
Tomorrow: 
9 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Eco-Faii 
Union Oval 
3:45 - 5 p.m. 
Earth Day Rally and March 
Union Oval 
Mahnoud 
ArmdiHpd 
President 
of Iran 
offends 
members 
of UN. 
LAURENT GIUIERON    APPhOTO 
CLOWN PROTESTS AHMADINEJAD: A demonstrator dressed as a clown gestures from the media tribune against Iranian President 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad during his speech during the openflg of the Durban Review Conference (UN's Conference against racism) at the 
European headguartets of the United Nations in Geneva. Switzerland, yesterday. 
Possible House bill 
aims to study 
volunteerism nationally 
By Anthony Phillips 
Reporter 
Ihe ( ongri'ssioiial Commission 
on Civic Service Act, known as HR 
1444, was introduced in March and 
is aimed at studying volunteerism 
in the United States. 
If the bill is passed, the 
Congressional Commission on 
Civic Service, will study the vol- 
unteer programs in Ihe U.S. for 20 
months Alter the 20-months. there 
will be a 120 day period until they 
give their final report. 
In thai time, the commission will 
give its recommendations for pro- 
posed legislation. 
Some options ihe commission 
See VOLUNTEER I Page 2 
STUDENTS PAINT FLOWER POTS FOR 'POT DAY' 
PAINTIMG: (Left) Freshmen KaitJm Fedor. Qiassiti Smith and Lisa Oeftancesco cover 
their flowerpots m brightly colored paints during the 'Pot Day* celebration in the Harshman 
Chapman-Dunbar lobby yesterday. (Right) Defrancesco prepares to paint her flowerpot. 
THIS WEEKS CITY COUNCIL MEETING: 
MEMBERS UNANIMOUSLY AGREE ON ISSUES 
(Compiled by Kristen Vasas. city editor. Next Meeting; May 4) 
Action: An ordinance was adopted providing additional monies for 
the current expenses of the city of Bowling Green during the fiscal year 
beginning on January 1, 2009. and ending December 31. 2009, 
Vote: 6-0 
Action: An ordinance was adopted enacting an additional emergency 
code to the Code of Ordinance for the city of Bowling Green. 
VoU: 6-0 
Action: An ordinance was adopted certifying the unpaid cost of snow 
removal from 14 properties in the city to the Wood County Auditor 
Michael Sibbersen for placement on the tax duplicate. 
VoU: 6-0 
Editor's Note: Council-at-Large member Larry Sorrells was absent from 
last night's meeting and was excused by the council. 
k VISIT BGYIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND EORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE 
Dude, if 
we lived at 
Copper Beech... 
.wed have it all 
> FREE Internet 
> FREE cable 
FREE private shuttle 
> Private baths 
> Furnished if needed 
Full-size dishwasher 
> Full-size washer 
and dryer 
Shuttle service to 
bars on Friday & 
Saturday nights 
Full-size washer 
and dryer  ' 
and much more... '. 
New Special 
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boleon Ktl • 419-353-3300 • www.cnppcrbri'chhitvnliiiini-s.coin 
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BLOTTER 
FRIDAY, APRIL 17 
2:57 A.M. 
Verbal warning was given to one 
student for disorderly conduct in 
dodgers. 
3:18 A.M. 
Officer found a subject passed out 
outside the Union Pub. The subject 
was just talcing a "breather" and is 
now on his way. 
1206 PM 
Complainant reported his parking 
decal was being used by another 
student. 
7:33 P.M. 
Complainant reported his wallet was 
stolen from the Student Recreation 
Center. 
8:27 P.M. 
Complainant reported two males 
were hitting golf balls toward parked 
vehicles at the Mac Beach area. The 
■ubjects were gone upon officer's 
arrival, and no damage was found to 
^ny of the vehicles. 
10:30 P.M. 
verbal warning was given for under- 
age consumption in the 400 block 
)f N Enterprise. 
SATURDAY. APRIL 18 
12:14 A.M. 
i: warning was given for an 
■pen container and underage con- 
sumption m Founders 
1:45 A.M. 
Officer observed three male sub- 
jects enter University Hall. When 
confronted, they advised they were 
looking for a cell phone but refused 
tance and left the building. 
2:40 A.M. 
Bowling Green Police Department 
requested University police assis- 
tance with several loud parties in 
Copper Beech The residents were 
given verbal warnings for disorderly 
conduct. 
2:51 A.M. 
Officer observed an intoxicated sub- 
ject trying to take a bike off the bike 
rack that wasn't his at Offenhauer 
West Subject was sent on his way. 
9:32 P.M. 
Complainant reported a table was 
stolen from her room tn Founders. 
SUNDAY, APRIL 19 
2:33 A.M. 
Officer spoke with two students car- 
rying a wooden "K" past Moseley 
The property was returned to Kappa 
Delta. 
2:54 A.M. 
Officer spoke with a student who was 
pushing a found bike. The bike was 
brought to the station. 
3:39 P.M. 
Complainant reported items were 
stolen from his room in Founders. 
4:01 P.M. 
Stephen Ireland. 25. of Milton Center. 
Ohio, was arrested for possession 
of drug paraphernalia after a multi- 
colored marijuana smoking pipe with 
residue inside it was observed in the 
ash tray of his vehicle. 
6:12 P.M. 
Complainant reported she was 
assaulted by her roommate after put- 
ting out a bonfire in their back yard. 
• te grabbed her. threw her to the 
ground and hit her a few times. 
* 
ONLINE: Go tobgviewscom for the 
complete blotter list 
FALCON 
From Page 1 
er in Offenhaucr 1 l.i 11 and mem- 
bet of SPIRIT, said the objective 
is 10 instill more school spirit at 
the University. 
"Spirit is about supporting 
your school on and off the 
field," she said. "It's all around 
taking pride in where you go." 
Falcon Fridays are something 
that SPIRIT hopes to contin- 
ue throughout the rest of this 
semester and through the fall 
to promote school spirit at the 
University. 
The goal is to start getting 
students pumped up every 
Friday for things like athletic 
events and about being a fal- 
con." North said. 
Loveda Van Der Molen, a 
SPIRIT member, said she wants 
to see more students with spirit 
on campus. 
"We teallv want to get more 
students to embrace their inner 
falcon." she said. 
PHOTO PROVIDED BY TIFFANY MAGO 
FALCON: SPIRIT hopes Fakon Fridays will 
become «i University tradition to promote 
sJioo. spirit 
IAURENT GIUIERON -   I' 
U.N. RACISM CONFERENCE: European Union delegates, down, leave the assembly room during the speech of Iranian President 
Mahmoud Ahmadmejad during the opening of the Durban Review Conference (UN's Conference against Racism) at the European head- 
quarters of the United Nations in Geneva. Switzerland, yesterday. 
U.N. 
From Page 1 
critical of Israel, which marred 
the U.N.'s last conference on 
racism eight years ago in South 
Africa. 
The United States and eight 
other Western countries were 
already boycotting the event 
yesterday, the eve of Israel's 
Holocaust Remembrance Day, 
because of concerns about its 
fairness. 
Ahmadinejad also accused 
Israel of being die "most cruel 
and repressive racist regime" and 
blamed die U.S. invasion of Iraq 
on a Zionist conspiracy. 
Most of his rhetoric was not 
new but its timing and liigli profile 
could complicate U.S. efforts to 
warm ties with the Islamic repub- 
lic: AlejandroWblff, the U.S. deputy 
ambassador to the I Jnited Nations, 
denounced what he called "the 
Ahmadinejad spectacle." 
"We call on the Iranian leader- 
ship to show much more mea- 
sured, moderate, honest and con- 
structive rhetoric when dealing 
with issues in the region, and not 
this type of vile, hateful, inciteful 
speech that we all saw." Wolff told 
reporters at the U.N. in New York. 
Protesters holding placards 
reading "This Ls a circus. A rac- 
ist cannot fight racism," repeat- 
edly interrupted the speech with 
shouts of "Shame! shame!" and 
"Racist! racist!" 
later, about 100 mem- 
bers of mainly pro-Israel and 
Management Inc. 
www.meccabg.com 
LOG ON TODAY TO VIEW: 
Our 09-10 Listing 
Pictures 
Map of locations 
Paperwork 
Jewish groups tried to block 
Ahmadinejad's entrance to a 
scheduled news conference. 
U.N. chief Dan Ki-moon met 
with Ahmadinejad before !"■• 
speech and said he had coun- 
seled the Iranian leader to avoid 
dividing the conference. Han 
later said he was disappointed 
Ahmadinejad had used his 
speech "to accuse, divide and 
even incite," directly opposing 
the aim of the meeting. 
"It was a very troubling experi- 
ence for me as a secretary-gen- 
eral." he told reporters. "It was a 
totally unacceptable situation." 
file Israeli foreign Ministry 
condemned Ahmadinejad's 
speech and Rail's meeting with 
the Iranian leader. 
"It is unfortunate that U.N. 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon 
deemed it appropriate to meet 
with the greatest Holocaust 
denier of our time.'' Israel said, 
"ibis matter is especially severe, 
as it took place on the eve of 
I lolocaust Memorial Day." 
Ahmadinejad has licen praised 
by some in the Muslim world for 
calling for Israel's destruction and 
for other anti-Israeli comments. 
The hard-liner has often used inter- 
national forums to criticize Israel 
including at last year's U.N. (ieneral 
Assembly where he stiid Israel was 
on "a definite sk>|ie to collapse" 
Most Muslim delegations in 
Geneva declined to comment, 
but Pakistan said the protest- 
ers were wrong to interrupt 
Ahmadinejad's speech. 
"If we actually believe in free- 
dom of expression then he has 
the right to say what he wants to 
say," Ambassador Zamir Akram 
told The Associated I'ress. "There 
were things in there that a lot 
of people in the Muslim world 
This and other info to make your search easier 
Stop by or call our office for updates on openings. 
1045 N. Main 7B 
419-353-5800 
info@meccabg.com 
SHAMROCK 
VILLAGE^ 
Condominiums^^ 
Storage & Studios 
• Near Campus 
• Low Rates 
• Accessable 24 hrs 
• 1724 E. Wooster 
Near Bob Evans 
Summer 
Storage! 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
would be in agreement with, for 
example the situation in Palestine, 
in Iraq and in Afghanistan, even 
if they don't agree with the way 
he said it." 
I'rimeMinisterC'iordon Brown's 
spokesman said Britain would 
return to the talks but "unreserv- 
edly condemns his offensive and 
unacceptable remarks." 
In Paris, Trench President 
Nicolas Sarkozy condemned 
what he called "an intolerable 
call to racist hate." 
Ahmadinejad's speech also 
took aim at the United States for 
its role in die global economic 
crisis and at Western countries for 
Imposing unfair economic condi- 
tions on the developing world. 
"Wasn't the military action 
against Iraq planned by the 
Zionists and dieir allies in the 
then-U.S. administration, in 
complicity with die arms-man- 
ufacturing companies, and the 
owner of the world?" he asked. 
Ahmadinejad's speech was 
also interrupted several times by 
cheers from the large Iranian del- 
egation accompanying the gov- 
ernment. Iran's state TV broadcast 
pictures showing some delegates 
cheering and other delegates 
leaving the conference. 
"The president confidently con- 
tinued his speech despite efforts 
by some Westeni diplomats to 
disnipt his address," stale IV said. 
But Ahmadinejad's provoca- 
tive remarks may not be well- 
received among many others in 
Iran, which is suffering from high 
inflation and unemployment 
partly as a result of its global 
isolation. Many have criticized 
Ahmadinejad, who is up for re- 
election in lime, for spending too 
muchtimeonanti-lsraelandanti- 
Wcstem rhetoric and not enough 
on the country's economy. 
Ahmadinejad, as head of state, 
had the right to speak and did 
not need a U.N. imitation to the 
weeklong event aimed at stamp- 
ing out intolerance worldwide. 
EARTH DAY 
From Page 1 
hosted by the Environmental 
Action Group and the University 
l)epartment of Sustainability.The 
fair will he from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in 
the Union Oval and will provide 
infomiation about environmen- 
tal issues and em-friendly life- 
styles. 
"We cannot continue to live the 
way we do," said Gary Silvemian, 
director of Environmental 
Programs. "Change needs to 
come now." 
He said there are many ways 
students can make changes, and 
the lid-fair will highlight some 
of them, specifically energy con- 
servation. 
"Our energy won't last forever," 
he said. "But fortunately, the 
changes we make now will have 
really positive outcomes in die 
future." 
Silvemian also said the Bco- 
liiir will localize environmental 
issues, such as changes in climate, 
the prices of food and other natu- 
ral disasters. 
"None of us are immune to tile 
effects," he said. "And that's more 
of a reason to check out die fair." 
EACi President Laura 
Wiiicbargcr said students will 
also have the opportunity to learn 
about a wide variety of environ- 
mental topics. 
"We really want to get the stu- 
dents excited about these issues 
on campus," she said. 
Then will lie about 30 different 
booths presenting, including the 
Outdoor Club, Dining Services, 
Geo loumcy, the 1 )epartnient of 
Environmental I lealth, the Green 
Greeks, Progress BG, The I lappy 
Badger, the College ofTechnology 
and the United States Itostal 
Service. 
"With all these different groups 
it really lets students know all the 
options they have." Winebarger 
said, it's a really good oppor- 
tunity for people to learn about 
environmental issues." 
Nick I lennessy, the University 
Director of Sustainability, said 
one of the biggest events at 
the fair will be the debut of the 
Orange Bike Program that will 
offer students access to bikes on 
campus whenever they need one. 
I lennessey said they will be offer- 
ing test rides and students who 
participate will be entered into a 
prize drawing. 
According to junior Melissa 
Greene, students will have the 
opportunity to take part in an 
environmental protest after die 
Eco-Eair. TAG and Progress BG 
have collaborated to bring atten- 
tion to the 50-year contract that 
city officials signed with AMP- 
Ohio for a new coal plant, she 
said. 
During the Ixo-Eair, they will 
lie gathering petition signatures 
against the contract, and at 3:45 
pun., students faculty and com- 
munity members will gather at 
the Union Oval to march to City 
Hall and hand deliver the peti- 
tions. 
Greene said the march is 
meant to show city leaders that 
not everyone in the community 
supports the contract with AMP- 
Ohio. 
"We want them to see that 
they should be more open with 
decisions like this that affect die 
whole community," she said. "We 
deserve to have a say." 
The Eco-l-air will also have 
opportunities for students to win 
prizes, get ideas for how to live 
green and see what University 
groups are doing to be kinder to 
the environment Hennessy said 
he hopes students and faculty 
will come and learn. 
it's going to be fun, tree and 
informative," he said. "I encour- 
age everyone to come." 
VOLUNTEER "It's good in concept. 
From Page l but... it's mandating 
will explore are whether or not 
public service should be manda- 
tory for all able youth and the 
possibility of creating a 4-year 
institution funded by die federal 
government to focus on training 
public leaders. 
The commission would also 
focus on developing a program 
to enlist and educate college stu- 
dents about national service. 
Junior Conor Kendrick said he 
likes some aspects of the bill but 
also has some issues with it. 
"It's good in concept, but when 
youmakcit mandatory," Kendrick 
said, "it's mandating something 
that people may not want to do." 
Even though the bill does not 
have the [lower to mandate civil 
service, it does have the power 
to influence Congress on wheth- 
er or not to make civil service a 
requirement. 
The bill was introduced March 
11, and has yet to be voted on by 
either the I louse or Senate. 
The bill came into existence a 
fewweeks before Congress passed 
the Generations Invigorating 
Volunteerism and Education Act, 
something that people 
may not want to do." 
Conor Kendrick | Junior 
or GIVE Act, which expands sev- 
eral different volunteer programs 
such as AmeriCorps. 
The GIVE Act also will create 
a separate program called the 
National Civilian Community 
Corps, which will combine mili- 
tary and civilian habits into help- 
ing with energy conservation, 
infrastructure enhancement and 
national emergencies. 
If the end result of HR 1444 
is dial these programs become 
mandatory, what might that 
mean? 
Kendrick said the manda- 
tory service may be what Ralim 
Errianuel, Obama's chief of staff, 
was talking about when he men- 
tioned a civil defense organiza- 
tion. 
More information on HR 
1444 and HR 1388 can be found 
through the Senate's Web site at 
www.senate.gov. 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-372-6966. 
The name of the service group 
sponsoring "The Rescue of Joseph 
Konys Invisible Children" film in 
yesterdays issue of The BG News 
was incorrect Alpha Phi Omega will 
be sponsoring the film. 
The headline on the front page 
of yesterdays issue of The BG 
News. "Hirting tough economic 
times. Greeks at the University 
have seen a 27 percent decrease 
in numbers." was misleading. 
Although Phi Delta Theta frater- 
nity has experienced 27 percent 
decrease in membership, the 
percent of students participating 
in Greek life at the University has 
increased from 12 to 13 percent as 
of fall 2008. 
The quarterback of a 50-yard 
pass during Saturdays intrasquad 
football scrimmage was incorrect- 
ly identified in yesterday's issue of 
The BG News. Redshirt freshman 
Aaron Pankratz threw the pass to 
Chris Scheidt. 
Call Today to Reserve a Unit: 
(419)354-0070 
www.shamrockbg.com 
114 S. Main St. 
117 N. Main St. 
128 W. Wooster St. 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
One Bedroom Apartments Above 
Downtown Business 
• Conveniently Located £< ■L 
• Great Prices! Starting at $325     >$> 
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Howard welcomes Ribeau 
After a thorough search, Howard University formally 
welcomes Sidney A. Ribeau as its 16th university president 
HAVING A BALL 
By Linsffy Isaacs 
Hilltop 
After an extensive search for 
a new university president in 
spring 2IK1H, Sidney A. Ribeau, 
IMS formally welcomed to the 
Howard community as the Kith 
president at the Inauguration 
Commencement I'riday morning. 
Faculty, staff and students 
agreed that Ribeau was the pre- 
miere candidate to take the uni- 
versity into die 21 st century, and 
his work this year has proven so. 
"We agreed that the new presi- 
dent had to be someone who 
had superior relevance and 
had great vast experience and 
personality traits, most impor- 
tantly," said Roberta Mel cod, 
Blackburn director and president 
of the Howard University Staff 
Organization. "Greet spirituality, 
someone who understands, loves 
and respects all that Howard 
stands for. Someone who pays 
close attention, assuring that stu- 
dents are first." 
The Students first Campaign 
was launched in January in liopes 
to fix the disconnect between 
students and faculty and Ribeau 
has been hard at work to make 
the initiative stick. 
'Tor 142 years, we have snug- 
gled as an institution, and we still 
stand here proud, committed to 
a brighter future," Ribeau said. 
"We must foster true academic 
excellence. We must be inclusive 
in our thinking on the worid and 
how it exists." 
1 le also said that every student 
who has the academic potential 
should have the opportunity to 
attend I loward University. 
Faculty members such as 
Jeanne M. Toungara said Rilieau 
is on the right path. 
"He's already, in his short 
time here, began his Students 
First campaign, and I've been 
impressed by both him and his 
wife's obligation to helping sni- 
dents," she said. 
"President Sidney A. Ribeau 
emphasized getting our students 
involved in international stud- 
ies, which includes the learning 
of international cultures and for- 
eign languages. If we are going to 
create global dozens, they must 
have experience in other parts of 
the worid." 
Ribeau said he stresses the 
need to become the best univer- 
sity in the country, and not just 
among HBCUs. 
With academic freedom, he 
encouraged students to imagine 
the unimaginable, and spoke 
once again that he and the rest 
of the faculty were there for the 
students. His experience from 
Bowling Green State University 
will translate into improving 
I loward, and he is grateful to be 
the D8W president. 
Special guest Bill Cosby attend- 
ed the commencement, offering 
comic relict and words of wisdom 
for die medium sized audience. 
As a Temple University gradu- 
ate. Cosby compared the vastly 
different culture to Howard. 
The spirit of I loward, he said, 
was much closer than that of 
Temple. And for the crown of 
HBCUs, as Cosby described, 
Howard had a great stake in it 
and remained at the top. 
"Howard has a beautiful jewel 
in that crown ... and die qual- 
ify gets better," Cosby said to 
the audience, it's important to 
understand that as a person who 
did not graduate from I loward. 1 
envy what I imagined you went 
through." 
One of the heavier topics of 
discussion at the commence- 
ment was the financial state of 
Howard. 
By enacting the Budget 
Advisory Committee this year, the 
faculty's shared goal in managing 
the university's well-being and 
fixing the deficit will be attained. 
But some students yearned for 
more details. 
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"Overall, I thought his |Riheau's| 
speech was very appropriate and 
liad substance." llerre Whatcry, a 
sophomore economics major, said. 
"I was hoping that he would go into 
more detail ahom his future agen- 
da so that we, as students, Gin get 
a better picture as to how he plans 
to accomplish liis goals." 
Bryan Smart, president of The 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Student Council and junior politi- 
cal science major, said that more 
could be done regarding the 
financial issues I loward is facing. 
"While the university has 
pledged to increase financial 
aid to students, I feel we have to 
reach out more to our alumni and 
other benefactors," said Smart, 
who is president-elect oft loward 
University Student Association. 
"Many students are already strug- 
gling to pay the tuition now we 
should have a more concrete 
plan to alleviate this issue." 
loseph E. Harris Distinguished 
Emeritus professor of History, 
said die inauguration was a 
defining moment at I loward and 
that he has faith in Ribeau. 
"'Our new president seems to 
have a vision and commitment," 
he said. "It shows that we can 
get good and effective leadership 
across the board that will directly 
benefit the students of I loward." 
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THE S.M.A.R.T. ONES: Claire Semer. senior coordinator for the Diversity Initiative in the 
Office of Residence Life, reviews the sequence of events for last night's SM ART Ball. The ball 
was an end of the year banquet for those involved in the mentoring program at the University. 
GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Some events tal*n Irom everts bgsu edu 
^atr. - c> p.m 
Student Exhibition 
The Little Gallery 
8 pm 
Graduate String Quartet 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical 
Center 
9 p.m. -11:45 pi 
'Yes Man' Movie Event 
Union Theater 
COMMONS 
_„ LOAD 
P1CIAI. 
April 27th - May 3rd @ Commons Marketplace 
Mon - Fri • 5pm - 9pm        Sat - Sun ■ 1 lam - 9pm 
Cases of Various Beverages and Grocery Items 
BGSU 
DINING SERVICES 
Preferred 
Properties Co. 
April Singing Specials 
Reduced Rates 
Summer Leases Available 
Limited Number of Semester 
Leases Available  
Find A Place To Call Home 
www prelenedpropertiesco.com 
MAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
Haven House Manor of Wood County. LLC 
Fox Run Apts. 
Piedmonl Apts. 
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed) 
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown) 
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies 
Houses 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Frl: 8 4 30 
Sat: 10-2 
530 S Maple St. 
419-352-9378 
EXTENDED HOURS 
AT JEROME LIBRARY 
RECENTLY REMODELED 
334 N. Main St. 
Starting at $780/month plus utilities 
419-3520717 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
April 20 - May 7 
For more information, visit 
ul.bgsu.edu/hours 
Use this time to do research, finish homework, use computers, 
do group work, or study in a quiet environment. 
V u I 
FORUM ""We cannot continue to live the way we do. Change needs to come now. - Gary Silverman. director of environmental programs, on the upcoming Earth Day Eco-Fair [see story, pg. 1]. Tuesday. Apnl 21.2009 4 
rtUr Lu UN        it J I KCC I    Who do you want to have a secret handshake with and why? 
"My brother, because 
I've never met him 
before." 
OARION GOINS. 
Junior. 
Sociology 
"My best friends 
that way we'd have a 
secret communica- 
tion system." 
ANNAGILLILAND. 
Freshman. 
.Secondary Education 
"Van Wright, because 
he always supports 
the dance'team." 
KENDRA KOWALCZK. 
Sophomore. 
unfa did 
"Clayton Stewart, 
because he's a new 
USG Senator." 
BRITTANY 
ZICKAFOOSE. 
Freshman. Business 
fc 
VISIT US AT 
BGVIEWS.COM 
Have youi own lake on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com. 
MICHAEL WHIGMAN I IHEBGNUVS 
Beck's 9/12 project ludicrous 
By D.wo Bcitzcl 
The Pitt News 
Everyone' remembers 9/11. That 
day tattooed itself onto our gen- 
eration like the Kennedy assas- 
sination did to our parents'. But 
maybe you don't remember 
9/12 so much. Glenn Beck is 
here for you. 
Recently, he created the 9/12 
Project to remind Americans 
how united they felt the day after 
9/11. According to his Web site. 
theglennbeck9l2project.com. 
we were "standing together to 
protect the values and principles 
of the greatest nation ever cre- 
ated." Thankfully, Beck provides 
today's values and principles 
to join his movement. He dis- 
cerned them from the Founding 
lathers, who "built this country 
on 28 principles ... culled from 
all over the world and from cen- 
turies of great thinkers." 
Beck then "distilled" those 2H 
down to nine. Principle No. 1: 
"America is good." Bold. Some 
people might say it's leffersonian 
— people like Glenn Beck. 
Principle No. 2: "I believe in 
God, and He is the center of 
my life." He must have "distilled" 
the Treaty of Tripoli, signed and 
declared to the nation by John 
Adams, in which Article 11 read, 
"the Government of the United 
States is not, in any sense, found- 
ed on tile Christian religion." 
Beck also posts 12 values — to 
complete the Project's "9/12" 
double entendre — such as 
"Hope," "Charity" and "Personal 
Responsibility." On its face, 
Principle .No. 7 might not jive 
with Value No. 6, "Charity," but 
Beck encourages plenty of giv- 
ing. 
The 9/12 Project currently 
advocates sending tea pouches 
to your congressional represen- 
tatives. Apparently this is catch- 
ing on with political challeng- 
ers, leading a C-SPAN reporter 
to actually say, "Pat Toomey tea 
bagged Arlen Specter." 
Beck is reducing politics to 
this. He's reducing the news 
to statements like. "America is 
good." Thai's what gets ratings 
in a post-5/8 world — the date 
in 2006 that Beck's TV program 
premiered on CNN, though it 
inevitably moved to I ox News. 
Beck admits that he's a 
recovering alcoholic, but he's 
found a new addiction: God 
and Country, livery night, Beck 
mainlines a spoonful of stars and 
stripes, huffs some sacrosanctiry 
and starts pontificating. In April 
2008, Beck started America on 
the road to recovery, telling fol- 
lowers that America needed a 
12-step program — and he pro- 
vided a list that he "distilled" 
down to six steps. 
He claims to promote unity, 
yet Beck once said to Rep. Keith 
FJlison, the first Muslim congress- 
man, T feel like saying 'Sir, prove 
to me that you are not working 
with our enemies,' and 1 know 
you're not. I'm not accusing you of 
being an enemy, but thafs the way 
I fed, and 1 think a lot of Americans 
will feel that way." 
After he introduced the 9/12 
Project's tenets, this self-pro- 
claimed bastion of brother- 
hood, this Jeremiah of jingoism 
who warns against a divided 
America, introduced his next 
segment by saying, "The cli- 
mate change people are pulling 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Had. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. 
a page from Nazis' Hitler Youth. 
What are your kids learning at 
school?" 
He's a raging celebration of 
mediocrity, a demagogue and 
a charlatan masquerading as a 
prophet. 1 le's 1 loward Beale from 
"Network" — a mad-as-hell par- 
anoid schizophrenic breaking 
down live on-air. He's a stricken 
animal, spiraling into the mad- 
ness of rabies and unable to 
make sense of the bright lights 
and chaos that surround him. 
He whips the rubes into frenzy. 
Frothing at tho mouth and feel- 
ing helpless, they follow their 
master's commands. 
Maybe Beck was right about 
some things, because I would 
like to forget that unquestioning 
herd mentality so prevalent on 
Sept. 12. There are a lot of other 
things I'd like to forget about 
that day, too. 
Beyond the horrific images 
and Zeitgeist of demanding war, 
I'd like to forget the endless lines 
of alpha-mourners who gauged 
their grief as more sincere than 
that of others — like Fox News 
anchor lohn Gibson, who ridi- 
culed Jon Stewart's emotional 
response to the attacks, fiend- 
ishly likening Stewart to a sissy 
and allowing a viewer to call his 
tears "phony." 
I'd like to forget the ambi- 
tious political goons who staged 
photo ops from the moment 
of the attacks and exploited a 
tragedy for a few witless votes. I 
want to forget about the craven 
entrepreneurs shilling merchan- 
dise and songs because patrio- 
tism sells, and there's nothing to 
commemorate the lives lost like 
a No. 1 Billboard single. 
I want to forget, but 1 can't, 
or those wretches will do it 
again, just like Beck is trying 
to do right now. 
Kutcher vs. CNN Twitter war is 
just shameful self-indulgence 
I.ast week, actor Ashton Kutcher 
attempted to gain more follow- 
ers on the social networking 
site Twitter than the breaking 
news Twitter page run by CNN. 
What started as a small scale 
joke became something bigger 
by Friday. 
CNN followed the quest for 
Twitter dominance throughout 
the week and when Kutcher beat 
CNN to one million followers, 
the network decided to have 
Kutcher as the featured guest on 
"Larry King Live" and a general 
topic all day long. 
On Wednesday, Kutcherupped 
the ante when he announced 
he would donate mosquito nets 
for World Malaria Day (1.000 if 
he lost, 10,000 if he won); his 
wife Demi Moore and Oprah 
also donated to the cause. This 
is definitely a positive aspect of 
this "war." 
However, regardless of the 
donations made, this whole inci- 
dent still seems to be a giant act 
of desperation on both parties' 
accounts, and that move seemed 
to serve merely as a means of 
legitimizing this otherwise use- 
less contest. 
Even though he is still making 
movies and producing television 
shows, Kutcher is not the tab- 
loid magnet and trendsetter he 
was back in 2003 (I for one do 
not miss the Von Dutch trucker 
hats he helped to popularize). 
In fact, the only reason I have 
even thought about Kutcher in 
the past few months is by hear- 
ing about his Twitter exchanges 
with his wife. 
I still don't know about any 
future projects in his future, but 
America is now more aware of 
Kutcher because of Twitter, a 
website which even he described 
as an "ego stream." 
This stunt allowed Kutcher to 
go on Oprah's show and "Larry 
King Live" and get his name 
back in the limelight. Since CNN 
could talk about the contest on 
their show, they could generate 
even more self-congratulatory 
publicity for themselves. Even 
though CNN lost this battle, they 
still came out winners. 
CNN could send out their 
breaking news bulletin to all 
those subscribed to e-mail and 
text message alerts, and made 
it a bright bold banner on their 
website, making it seem this 
seemingly pointless event was of 
the same importance and sever- 
ity of a major event. 
Even in losing this contest they 
were able to heavily promote 
their own T\vitter page (it has 
since gained over one million 
followers), and numerous media 
outlets picked up the story. 
Gaining more followers than 
an actor does not show CNN's 
credibility .as a news organiza- 
tion, and it does not prove they 
are able to investigate hard-hit- 
ting stories. It simply proves they 
are able to attract the attention 
of a Rvitter user long enough 
to make them search for their 
page and click a button that says 
"follow." 
There was no reason for 
CNN to make such a big deal of 
Kutcher's challenge, because it 
did nothing to show why CNN 
was credible, and the story was 
not important enough to war- 
rant such coverage. 
To make things worse, "The 
Hills" star Spencer Pratt now 
hopes Kutcher will accept his 
new challenge: if Kutcher gains 
more new followers than Pratt 
in 30 days, Pratt says will clean 
Kutcher's house (Pratt hopes 
Kutcher will wash his car if he 
wins). 
It's funny that I assumed this 
Twitter contest couldn't be any 
more irrelevant. Now that Pratt 
has joined in the circus it will 
become even more pointless. 
At least something good 
came of Kutcher and CNN's 
war. It's doubtful Pratt would 
do anything more than invite 
"Us Weekly" out to his house to 
watch him update his Twitter 
on a regular basis. I can't wait 
to see if Larry King gives him 
airtime to discuss this utterly 
selfish challenge. 
Something as asinine as this 
1\vitter war should not have 
taken up such a large portion 
of CNN's airtime. This started 
as a simple publicity stunt for 
a celebrity, and while it's great 
that a wonderful contribution 
was made to a deserving charity, 
it's important to keep in mind 
this wasn't the original intent of 
the competition. 
It was an attempt at grabbing 
the attention of a demograph- 
ic, plain and simple. The news 
value of this event was minimal, 
and CNN should not have cov- 
ered it as much as they did. 
I guess the stunt worked 
though, since we all know about 
the war now. Oh well, at least 
I'm not one of Kutcher or CNN's 
followers on their respective 
[Witter pages. 
nesporul lo tvianslia m 
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End decades-long Cuba embargo 
By Rod Swain 
The Lantern 
Nearly 48 years after enactment, 
America's economic embargo on 
Cuba may finally be nearing its 
end. 
During both Congressional 
visits to the island nation and 
discussions between President 
Obama and the Cuban govern- 
ment, the possibility of normal 
economic relations between 
both countries has drawn much 
closer lo reality over the past few 
months. 
Known simply as "el bloqueo" 
(the blockade) in latin America, 
the embargo is the most endur- 
ing trade ban in modern his- 
tory. According to the law, most 
American companies are forbid- 
den from doing any business 
with Cuban interests. A similar 
provision also prohibits all travel 
to Cuba by U.S. citizens. 
My first reaction to news of the 
embargo's impending removal 
was one of jubilation and relief. 
1 envisioned a future where dis- 
affected college students every- 
where could purchase Che 
Guevarra T-shirts directly from 
the country of his revolution. 1 
imagined myself sitting on a bal- 
cony in Havana, sipping moji- 
tos and smoking a fine Cuban 
cigar while laughing heartily with 
a few up-and-coming baseball 
prospects. 
I lowever, once the lavish fan- 
tasies ran out, I began to think 
more seriously about what a 
colossal waste of time the embar- 
go has been, and why dropping it 
is so necessary. 
First of all, it doesn't work. The 
presidencies of Fidel Castro and 
his brother Raul have continued 
unimpeded despite the trade 
ban, which has failed to foment 
any kind of legitimate demo- 
cratic uprising on the island. If 
anything, the embargo has only 
served to strengthen Fidel's 
regime by giving him a conve- 
nient scapegoat to pin any and 
all economic problems on. 
Next, the embargo is complete- 
ly irrational. When asked about 
good reasons for its continued 
implementation, pro-embargo 
politicians simply cite the Castro 
regime's suppression of democ- 
racy and its human rights record. 
While this is an admirable senti- 
ment, it is disingenuous at best. 
In reality, the U.S. maintains 
trade ties with some of the 
world's least democratic coun- 
tries and worst human rights 
violators, including Saudi Arabia, 
Zimbabwe, Uzbekistan, the 
Central African Republic and 
China. Is adding Cuba to that list 
really going to harm our reputa- 
tion? 
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Obama backs releasing memos 
By Pamela H*IS 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Days after 
releasing top-secret memos 
that detailed the CIA's use of 
simulated drowning while 
interrogating terror suspects, 
President Barack Obama went 
to the spy agency's Virginia 
headquarters yesterday to 
defend his decision and bolster 
the morale of its employees. 
"I acted primarily because of 
the exceptional circumstances 
that surrounded these memos, 
particularly the fact that so 
much of the information was 
public,'' Obama said. 
Last week, Obama's Justice 
Department published previ- 
ously classified memos that 
described the Bush administra- 
tion's legal justification for CIA 
interrogation techniques that 
included methods criticized as 
torture. Republican lawmakers 
and former CIA chiefs have crit- 
icized the release of the memos, 
contending that revealing the 
limits of interrogation tech- 
niques will hamper the effec- 
tiveness of interrogators. 
"I know the last few days have been 
difficult. You've got my full support." 
Barack Obama I President 
The memos detailed the use 
of waterboarding — a form 
of simulated drowning that 
Attorney General Eric Holder 
has denounced as torture — as 
well as sleep deprivation, isola- 
tion and physical violence. 
According to the declassified 
memos, waterboarding was 
used on alleged 9/11 master- 
mind Klialid Sheik Muhammed 
183 times in March 2003. 
Suspected al-Qaida logistics 
chief Abu Zubaydah was sub- 
jected to the treatment 83 times 
in August 2002. 
Obama said yesterday that a 
court case was going to force 
the memos to be released and 
that much of what they con- 
tained had already been com- 
promised through leaks to 
news media. 
The president urged the hun- 
dreds of CIA employees who 
gathered in a secure audito- 
rium to ignore the recent con- 
troversy. "Don't be discouraged 
by what's happened the last few 
weeks," he said. 
A round of cheers erupted 
when CIA Director Leon Panetta 
introduced Obama, who quick- 
ly reassured them that they had 
his backing. 
"I know the last few days 
have been difficult," he said. 
"You need to know you've got 
my full support." 
But Obama also heard a 
reminder of the intense criti- 
cism his decision sparked from 
many in the intelligence com- 
munity. Four former CIA direc- 
tors and several senior agency 
officials opposed the release of 
the memos. 
"You don't get credit when 
things go good, but you sure get 
some blame when tilings don't," 
Obama said. Pausing when he 
heard an "amen" from someone 
in the crowd, Obama added, "I 
got an amen comer out there." 
Toxins likely 
caused death of 
polo horses 
By Brian Skoloff 
The Associated Press 
WKUJNCrrON, Fla. — The sud- 
den death of 21 polo horses at a 
championship event in Florida 
may have been caused by a toxin 
in the animals' feed, vitamins or 
supplements, veterinarians said 
yesterday. 
The horses from the 
Venezuelan-owned team Lechuza 
Caracas became ill just before' a 
tournament match Sunday, col- 
lapsing and dying on the scene or 
while being treated at vet clinics 
or transported, officials said. 
The deaths shocked this afflu- 
ent equestrian and golfing com- 
munity in central Palm Beach 
County, where the International 
Polo Club Palm Beach hosts the 
U.S. Open Polo Championship 
every year 
"This was devastating. It was 
heartbreaking, to see that many 
horses get sick all at once," said 
lnhn Wash, president of dub 
operations. 
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SUDOKU 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve. 
By Catherine Tiai 
The Associated Press 
DENVER — Dozens of people 
participated in a "lie-down" at 
Colorado's state Capitol yesterday 
to demand stricter gun control and 
mark the 10th anniversary of the 
Columbine I ligh School shootings. 
A circleof 13 people representing 
those killed at Columbine reclined 
on their backs before the west steps 
of the Capitol. They had wrapped 
blue and white ribbons around 
their necks, the official colors of the 
suburban Denver school. 
Others kneeled next to the dale 
as the names of the 23 injured in the 
April 20,1999. attack also were read. 
Among them was Mallory 
Sanders, granddaughter of slain 
teacher Dave Sanders, and Steve 
Wewer, godfather of slain student 
Daniel Mauser. 
Daniel's father, Tom Mauser, 
wore the Vans shoes his son was 
wearing the day he was killed. 
"They did not kill their spirits. 
They did not kill ours, either," he 
told the crowd. 
Above them, the U.S. and 
Colorado state flags flew at half- 
staff at the Capitol, as ordered by 
Gov. Bill Ritter. A giant blue ribbon 
memorializing Columbine hung 
from the outside of the Capitols 
gold dome. 
HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10 
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
Available May 16,2009 
720 Eighth - Two -3 bedrooms 
A-frame houses. $575.00 per month 
plus utilities. Deposit $575.00. Limit 3 
people. Limit 3 cars. 
5/16r09 - 5/8/10. 
722 Eighth - Two -3 bedrooms 
A-frame houses. $575.00 per month 
plus utilities. Deposit $575.00. Limit 3 
people. Limit 3 cars 
Lease 5/16'09 - 5/8/10. 
710 Elm St- Three bedrooms 
$760 00 per month plus utilities. 
Deposit $760.00. Has a washer and 
dryer. Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars 
Lease 5/16709 - 5/8/10 
710 1/2 Elm St-Three 
bedrooms, 2 baths. 5740.00 
per month plus utilities. Deposit 
$740 00. Has a washer and dryer. 
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease 
5/16/09-5/8/10. 
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit. 
■ many apartments available. Stop in the Rental Office for a brochure 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E   WOOSTER ST. (across Iroro laco Belli 
CHRIS SCHNEIDER t A»WOlo 
PROTESTING: Thirteen people lay down lo symbolize those killed in the Columbine school 
shooting on the 10th annivefsaty of the Columbine attack at the Capitol in Denver. 
Columbine tragedy 
remembered with rally 
Yesterday's event was sponsored 
by Colorado Ceasefire, a gun con- 
trol group 
"I don't necessarily think we 
need to get rid of guns entirely," 
said Ituli,ml Castaldo, who was 
partially paralyzed at Columbine. 
Hut he instated background checks 
are needed at gun shows. "\\fe need 
to know who they are." 
The crowd at the rally included 
families commemorating the 2007 
Virginia Tech shootings. 
Columbine snidents Eric Harris 
and Dylan Klebold, armed with 
guns and pipe bombs, killed 12 
Students and a teacher. Harris and 
Klebold later killed themselves. 
Harris and Klebold obtained 
three of the four weapons they used 
in the massacre from an 18-year- 
old friend at a gun show, where she 
wasn't subjected to a background 
check. The friend later insisted she 
believed the guns would be used 
for hunting or collecting. 
After Columbine, Colorado's 
legislature failed to pass a mea- 
sure that would have closed the 
so-called gun show loophole. 
Colorado voters then passed 
a ballot initiative to do so. People 
who biry guns at a gun show must 
now undergo criminal background 
checks by a licensed gun dealer, just 
as they would if they bought a gun 
from a federally licensed gun store. 
New York Times 
claims five Pulitzers 
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By Deepti Hajela 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — The Las Vegas 
Sun won the Pulitzer Prize 
for public service yesterday 
for exposing a high death rate 
among construction workers 
on the Las Vegas Strip. The 
New York Times received five 
Pulitzers, including one for 
breaking the call-girl scan- 
dal that destroyed former 
New York Gov. Eliot Spitzer's 
career. 
The Detroit Free Press won 
In the local reporting category 
for obtaining a trove of sexu- 
ally explicit text messages 
that brought down the city's 
mayor. The judges also award- 
ed a Pulitzer in local reporting 
to the East Valley Tribune of 
Mesa, Ariz., for revealing how 
a sheriff's focus on immigra- 
tion enforcement endangered 
investigations of other crimes. 
Theawardswereannounced 
after one of the most depress- 
ingyears the newspaper indus- 
try lias ever seen, with layoffs, 
bankruptcies and closings 
brought on by the recession 
and an exodus of readers and 
advertisers to the Internet. 
"These  are   tough   times 
Create and solve your 
Suiloku puzzles for FREE. 
PRIZESUDOKUCOM 
for America's newspapers, 
but amid the gloomy talk, the 
newspaper winners and the 
finalists are heartening exam- 
ples of the high-quality jour- 
nalism that can be found in all 
parts of the United States," said 
SigGissler, administrator of the 
prizes. "It's quite notable that 
the watchdog function of jour- 
nalism is underscored in this 
year's awards. The watchdog 
still barks, and the watchdog 
still bites." 
The only other multiple win- 
ner was t he St. Petersbu rgTi mes. 
It was honored for national 
reporting for fact-checking 
what the candidates said dur- 
ing the 2008 White House cam- 
paign, and for feature writing 
for Lane DeGregory's story on a 
neglected girl who was unable 
to talk or feed herself. 
It's time to celebrate! 
Located in the Bowen-Thompson Student Union, 
Glass City Federal Credit Union's ATM offers you 
Surcharge-FREE access to your credit union accounts! 
(thru the Alliance One network) 
GLASS CITY 
FEDERAL 
419-887-1000 
www.glasscityfcu.com 
CREDIT UNION 
Sttmhchip dmiNM. ii rcqawrd Yam ia> irtgt laterally muiml ■ 'I kM S-" *0 OOO aitd h* *.oi k) OV full larth and credit i»t the I "(led Stan I ml" I n-n Admin ■ US Utcnwncnl \JKIV 
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SIDELINES 
WOMEN S GOLF 
Falcons next 
Invitational 
cancelled 
The Cleveland State 
Invitational. the next event 
for the Falcons, has been can- 
celled due to poor weather 
conditions and an unplayable 
golf course The meet will not 
be made up. The Falcons will 
be in action Friday to kick off 
the MAC Championships. 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The 
BG News Sports Blog for 
continued coverage of your 
favorite Falcon sports teams. 
Visit the blog today to get the 
latest scoop on the weather 
for the Spring Game as well 
as vote in our new poll. For 
the remainder of the week, 
we will be covering spring 
football, baseball. Softball and 
much more. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
TODAY 
Softball 
t Michigan St ite;4p.m 
Baseball 
I   '    State; 6:5b p.m. 
OUR CALL 
Today in 
Sports History 
1996—Chicago Bullswin 
NBA record 72 games. 
1967— The Los Angeles 
Dodgers are rained out for 
the first time in team history 
alter 737 games. 
1955-The Brooklyn 
Dodgers start the season 10- 
0. then a record. 
The List 
While likely not to be the 
only postseason award for 
the Cleveland Cavaliers this 
season. Mike Brown took the 
first with Coach of the Year. 
Here are five great moments 
from Brown: 
1. Franchise record: 
Brown led the Cavs to their 
best finish in team history 
with 66 wins. 
2. Ejection: In a road 
game against the lowly 
Sacramento Kings. Brown got 
himself ejected to give life to 
his team, which grinded out 
an overtime victory. 
3. Division title: 
Brown led the Cavs to a 
Central Division for the first 
time since he took over for 
the 2005-06 season. 
4. All-Star Game: 
Brown was selected to coach 
the 2009 East Division All- 
Star Team The East lost the 
game 146-119. 
5. Playoffs: Brown 
guided the Cavs to their first 
playoff win of the year last 
Saturday against the Detroit 
Pistons. 
BRANDON HEISS 
SWING AWAY:   J Blanlon and the Falcons will be looking to put up some offense 
against Ohio State this evening 
ETHAN MAGOC I THE BG NEWS 
S01ID D: BG has had some problems with defense this season, but the team is hoping 
that is behind them as they take on Michigan State this afternoon. 
A break from the MAC 
Falcon baseball set for 
evening contest at OSU 
Michigan State next stop 
for Falcon softball team 
By Scan Shapiro 
Reporter 
three days after facing off 
against No. 24 Kent State, BG 
will face a similar task in No. 
26 Ohio State. 
The non-conference contest 
for both teams will start with a 
6:35 p.m. opening pitch at Ohio 
State's Bill Davis Stadium. 
This past weekend, BO 
played well against the Flashes, 
taking one of three from them 
and improving their overall 
record to 17-16 and 8-6 in the 
Mid-American Conference. 
For BG coach Danny 
Schmitz, Friday's 9-2 win over 
the Flashes was one of the 
Falcon's most impressive this 
season. 
"We showed we can play with 
the best team in the confer- 
ence," Schmitz said. "In fact. 
even one of the best in the 
country." 
Ohio State enters the week- 
end boasting an impressive 
29-8 (9-3 Big Ten) record after 
sweeping  conference   oppo- 
See BASEBALL | Page 7 
By Paul Barnay 
Reporter 
After posting a 2-2 record last 
weekend against Akron and 
Ohio, the softball team will 
look to get back in the win 
column today as they head to 
East Lansing for a 4 p.m. non- 
conference matchup with 
Michigan State. 
The last meeting between 
these two teams was Mar. 16, 
2008, in which the Spartans 
posted a 6-2 win at the Stetson 
Invitational in Florida. 
The Falcons (9-24,4-10 Mid- 
American Conference) are 
2-1 against the Spartans (14- 
24, 0-11 Big Ten) with coach 
Shannon Salsburg at the 
helm. Overall, the Falcons 
hold a 12-7 advantage in the 
all-time series. 
BG is coming off an up and 
down weekat the plate, having 
recorded a combined six hits 
in their split with Akron, and 
a total of 15 hits in their split 
with Ohio. For the Falcons to 
have success, they will need 
See SOFTBALL I Page 7 
en's golf 
team takes 
14th at 
Purdue 
By Bill Bordawick 
Reporter 
The BG men's golf team got 
another taste of Big 10 level 
competition this past weekend 
in West Lafayette, Ind., for the 
Boilermaker Invitational—and 
it did not exactly go well for the 
team. 
The Falcons finished in 14th 
place out of 18 with an overall 
score of 901 in a tournament that 
was thoroughly dominated by 
the Big 10 teams 
in the field. 
Illinois won the 
tournament with 
a collective score 
of 855—which 
was good for nine 
under par. 
Big 10 teams 
Penn State, Iowa, 
Wisconsin and 
Indiana rounded 
out the top five in 
team scoring. 
"The Big 10 is 
very good this 
year," BG coach 
Garry Winger 
said. "An oppor- 
tunitytocompete 
against those 
schools is great." 
The Big 10 
dominance 
should be expect- 
ed from Illinois 
and Indiana—as 
both are ranked 
in the top 16 in 
the country—but 
the performance 
from the other 
schools in the 
conference just proves how deep 
the conference is when it comes 
to golf. 
Penn State, not ranked in the 
top 25 of the country, gave No. 
16 Illinois everything they could 
handle in only losing to them by 
a single stroke and beating the 
sixth ranked team in the country, 
Indiana, by 12 strokes. 
"Penn State's coach, Greg Nye, 
was my golf coach at BG," Winger 
l
n 
Drew 
Preston 
Led the 
Falcons at 
Purdue and 
finished tied 
for 43rd place i 
John 
Powers 
Was second 
on the team 
and finished 
tied for 48th 
place 
See GOLF | Page 7 
Brown is NBA Coach of the Year 
Tom Withers 
The Associated Press 
INDEPENDENCE — Like his 
first year in Cleveland, LeBron 
lames' second NBA season 
ended without a trip to the play- 
offs. The miss was inexcusable 
to Cavaliers rookie owner Dan 
(iilbert, who set out an imme- 
diate coaching search so it 
wouldn't happen again. 
Gilbert plucked a highly 
regarded assistant off Indiana's 
staff, a likable guy who vowed to 
instill a defense-first identity in 
Cleveland. 
The hiring wasn't well 
received. 
"Who the heck is Mike Brown?" 
Cavs general manager Danny 
Ferry recalled as the overriding 
sentiment back then. 
Four years later, here's an 
updated answer: coach of the 
year. 
Brown,    who    has    taken 
Steelers begin quest to 
repeat as champions 
MARK DUNCAN I THE K NEWS 
WINNER: Cavs coach Mike Brown (front right) sits next to GM Danny Ferry as players 
applaud during his Coach of the Year award press conference. 
Cleveland to the postseason 
in each of his four seasons, 
was honored yesterday as the 
league's top coach after lead- 
ing the Cavaliers to 66 wins, a 
Central Division title and the No, 
1 overall playoff seed following 
the greatest regular season in 
club history. 
With lames and the other 
Cavaliers standing behind him 
See BROWN | Page 7 
I 
chols releases 2009 men's soccer schedule 
Aug. 26 - at Cleveland State (Exhibition); 7 p.m. 
Sept. 1 - vs. Marshall; 1 pm. 
Sept. 4 - vs. Louisville; 7 p.m 
Sept. 6 - at Kentucky; 1 p.m. 
Sept 11 - vs. Richmond; 5 p.m. 
Sept. 12 - at Duquesne; 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 18 - at Dayton; 7 p.m. 
Sept. 20 - vs. IPFW; 2 p.m. 
Sept. 25 - at Michigan; 7 p.m. 
Sept. 26 - at Akron; 7 p.m. 
Oct. 3 - vs. Western Michigan; 1 p.m. 
Oct. 6 - vs. Valparaiso; 3 p.m. 
Oct. 16 - at Buffalo - 7:30 p.m. 
Oct. 21 - vs. Michigan State, 4 p.m 
Oct. 24 - vs. Hartwick; 1 p.m, 
Oct. 28 - at Wright State 7 p.m. 
Oct. 31 - vs. Northern Illinois; 12 p.m. 
Nov. 4 - vs. Detroit: 2 p.m. 
Nov. 7 - vs. Flordia Atlantic 12 p.m. 
tm^mmtmmm HH 
Al.m Robinson 
The Associated Press 
PITTSBURGH — Super Bowl 
champions don't get much of an 
offseason. 
Only 2 1/2 months after the 
Pittsburgh defeated the Arizona 
Cardinals for the franchise's 
sixth NFL title, the Steelers — at 
least most of them — were back 
on the practice field yesterday. 
Rain chased them indoors for 
the first of 14 organized team 
practices that run periodically 
through early June and are a 
supplement to next week's man- 
datory, three-day minicamp. 
After winning their second 
Super Bowl in four seasons, wide 
receiver Hines Ward said the 
Steelers don't need to be pushed 
and prodded to return to prac- 
tice. 
Apparently not — All-Pro 
linebacker lames Harrison was 
working out again only two days 
after the Steelers' last-minute, 
27-23 win over the Cardinals 
in Tampa. Wide receiver l.imas 
Sweed was talked out of doing 
conditioning work later that 
same week, but he waited only 
two weeks before resuming his 
personal workouts. 
The Steelers are being driv- 
en by two factors, according to 
Ward: 1) A determination not 
to repeat the major letdown of 
their post-Super Bowl 2006 sea- 
son, when they started 2-6 and 
finished 8-8.2) A desire to match 
the three Super Bowls won in 
recent history by New England, 
and perhaps even the four won 
by the Steelers of the 1970s. 
"I know I want to win another 
one," Ward said. "The teams 
in the 1970s, they won four. If 
we can win another one, then 
I think we'll be right up there 
with New England as one of the 
teams in the dynasty." 
STEELERS 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
Two Falcon athletes cited 
Leah Johnson, a starting forward for the women's soccer team, was cited early last 
Thursday morning for criminal trespass and underage drinking. 
Johnson, 18. was observed jumping a fence and approaching a residence on South 
Piospect and seemed unsteady on her feet and unsure about entering the house she was 
at. according to police 
Johnson started all 20 games for the women's soccer team last season, piling up three 
points. 
Justus Jones, a redshirt wide receiver for the football team, was cited early Sunday 
morning for underage possession and open container of alcohol 
Jones. 19. was observed carrying an open 12 ounce can of Busch Light beer and offi- 
cers smelted of beer, police said 
The athletic department did not return messages seeking comment on both instances 
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BASEBALL 
From 
nenl Purdue last weekend. The 
Buckeyes won in varying fash- 
ion during the weekend, shut- 
ting out the Boilermakers 1-0 
Friday and then outslugging 
them the rest of the weekend 
(7-4 andl 1-10). 
Friday, Ohio State won the 
pitchers duel as hoth teams 
picked up five hits. However 
the only run to cross the plate 
was an eighth inning home 
run by designated hitter Ryan 
Dew. 
The rest of the weekend saw a 
combined f>2 hits between the 
two teams with Ohio State com- 
ing out on top in each of the 
contests. 
It is likely that neither team 
will have their number one 
starter go t h is weekend. Sch mitz 
has already declared his pitch- 
ers from last weekend will 
not be on the mound tonight, 
while Ohio State is expected to 
save their top starters for their 
upcoming weekend series with 
Northwestern. 
Following tonight's contest, 
BG will return to Northwest 
Ohio for the battle of 1-75 with 
rival Toledo. While both teams 
are in the MAC, it will be a non- 
conference tilt due to schedul- 
ing. 
BG is hoping that this non- 
conference contest against a 
MAC school will fair better then 
their last one, when they were 
beat 27-7 at home by Eastern 
Michigan. 
Despite the instate rival- 
ries in both games, Schmitz's 
main goal is to keep his team 
focused and prepared for MAC 
play against Miami this week- 
end. 
"Basically the most important 
thing is that we get ready for 
SOFTBALL 
From Page 6 
to be consistently aggressive at 
the plate, especially when there 
are runners on base. 
"After you're that aggressive 
you know that there's going 
to he some adjustments made 
by the pitchers, and we have 
to find ways to hit people in," 
Salsburg said. "We left too 
many on base in key situa- 
tions." 
The Falcons will return to 
MAC play this weekend, when 
they host Buffalo and Kent State 
GOLF 
From Page 6 
said. "They have become a great 
program." 
The Big 10's dominance was 
shown not only in the team 
competition but also in the 
individual portion of the tour- 
nament. 
The Big 10 saw golfers from 
its member schools finish in 11 
out of the top 12 positions. Only 
Cleveland State golfer Jacob 
Scott's one under par perfor- 
mance of 215, which was good 
for seventh place, was able to 
break up the Big 10's domi- 
nance at the top—in which 
Dan (Whitman of Wisconsin 
won with a nine under par 207. 
While the Big 10 was domi- 
nating, BG saw its golfers strug- 
gling. Freshmen Drew Preston 
was best Falcon finisher with 
an eight over par 224, which 
was good for a tie for 43rd place. 
"We didn't have anyone play 
really well," Winger said. "Drew 
was our best finish at 43, and 
that's not going to win any tour- 
naments." 
Winger alluded to the final 
round saves that the Preston 
and Matt Schneider pulled off 
after each started poorly in the 
final round. 
Preston started out the 
tournament with an B0 hut 
rebounded nicely over the next 
two rounds with 71 and 73. 
lunior captain lohn Powers 
chalked a pair of 76s to go along 
with an opening round 73 and 
"We didn't have 
anyone play really 
well. Drew was 
our best finish at 
43, and that's not 
going to win any 
tournaments." 
Garry Winger | Coach 
that score of 225 was good for a 
tie for 48th place. 
Schneider opened with a 77 
in the first round and finished 
the final two rounds with 75s 
good for a cumulative score of 
227 and a tie for 59th place. 
Parker Hewit and Bryan 
Mitchell rounded out the Falcon 
scoring with a pair of 233s— 
good for a tie of 80th place. 
The Falcons will get a week 
off before competing in the 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships April 30th 
through May 2nd. 
"We're looking forward to the 
MAC Tournament," Winger 
said. "There have been some 
teams that have played well, 
and there have been some 
teams that haven't played well 
but none of that matters." 
"It's imperative that we get off 
to a good start—you can't win 
the tournament the first but 
you can certainly lose it. There's 
36 holes the first day and that's 
half your tournament." 
STEELERS 
From Page 6 
Nose tackle Casey Hampton 
believes one more Super Bowl 
victory would cause these 
Steelers to be remembered as 
one of the best teams in NFL 
history. 
While they've changed coach- 
es, from Bill Cowher to Mike 
Tomlin since winning the Super 
Bowl during the 2005 season, 
many of the key players (Ward, 
Hampton, Ben Roethlisberger, 
Willie Parker, Heath Miller, 
lames Farrior, Troy Polamalu, 
Aaron Smith, Brett Keisel, 1-arry 
Foote, Deshea Townsend) are 
the same. 
"Especially with the same core 
of guys, it's kind of like the same 
team," Hampton said. "We're 
trying to catch the old Steelers, 
back iti the day, see if we can 
get us four, see what that would 
belike." 
Since the Steelers won four 
times duringthc 1974-79 seasons, 
and the 49ers won four from 1981- 
89 (plus a fifth in 1994), the only 
teams to win three Super Bowls 
are the Cowboys (1992-93,1995) 
and the Patriots (2001,2003-04). 
Hampton said the Steelers got 
"lax ... forgot how we got there" 
after winning three years ago, 
but Ward promised that won't 
happen again. 
"We've been through that. The 
veteran guys who were on that 
fi rst Super Bowl we won a couple 
of years ago, we came back with 
a disappointing 8-8 year," Ward 
said. "I think there's a different 
mindset coming into this. We've 
got a lot of veteran guys mixed in 
with a lot of new, unproven guys 
who have to step up their game. 
And coach Tomlin, he won't let 
' us have a down year. His expec- 
tation levels are very high, and 
they should be." 
Listings Available On-Line 
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
'- 
Great Selection of 
Houses fi- Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bottling Green, OH 
Located Acrovs From Taco Bell. 
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260 
Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00 
www.johnnewloverealeslate.conf 
NOW LEASING FOR 2009 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
COLUMBIA 
COURTS APTS 
903 - 935 Thurstin 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
• Furnished 
• Starting at -^ *760°° 
+ utilities    -^rm°nm 
• On-site laundry^ 
• Dishwasher/Garbage 
Disposal 
• Air conditioning & 
Fireplaces available for 
an additional cost 
• Free Wireless Internet 
HEINZ APTS 
424 Frazee 
808 & 818 N. Enterprise 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
■ Furnished 
■ Starting at -^ $900«> 
+ utilities     -^""onth 
• On-site laundry 
■ Air Conditioning 
1
 Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
■ Plenty of parking 
1
 Free Internet Access 
MERCER MANOR 
323 & 331 
S. Mercer Rd. 
3 bedroom/ 2 f 
Starting at 
+ utilities 
• On-site laundry" 
• Air Conditioning 
• Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
■ BGSU Shuttle stop 
■ Plenty of parking 
•Free Wireless Internet 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Hours 
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm 
Saturday: 10am - 3pm 
445 E WooslerSt 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
419-352-0717 
www greenbriarrenlals com 
BROWN 
Fn 
and his coaching staff seated 
a few feet away, Brown hum- 
bly accepted the Red Auerbach 
trophy, 
"If they did not want me to 
coach them, I wouldn't be able 
to coach them," he said. "I look 
at this as a partnership. Yes, my 
name is on this, but this is the 
ultimate team award from a 
coaching standpoint. I haven't 
put on a uniform or done any- 
thing out on the floor. The play- 
ers have done it all. The coach- 
ingstaffhasdonea lot and when 
you win an award like this, you 
can't do it by yourself. 
"You have some great people 
around you." 
None greater than James, the 
likely league MVP, who feels 
Hrown has been overlooked 
mostly because he has a super- 
star at his disposal. 
"That was the main reason," 
lames said. "But that doesn't 
take away from the fact that 
we still have to go out there 
and play for him and abide by 
his system. There are a lot of 
teams with great talent, but that 
doesn't automatically qualify 
you as a good coach or give you 
wins. 
"It just showed this year how 
good of a coach he is." 
Brown joins Bill Fitch in 1976 
as the only Cleveland coaches 
to win the award. 
Expected to be a close vote, 
Brown won in a landslide. He 
received 55 first-place votes and 
earned 355 total points from a 
panel of 122 sports writers and 
broadcasters, who awarded five 
points for first, three points for 
second and one point for third. 
Houston's Rick Adelman was 
second with 151 points, one 
ahead of Orlando's Stan Van 
Gundy. Both got 13 first-place 
votes. Portland's Nate McMillan 
was first on 15 ballots and fin- 
ished fourth with 127 points. 
New Orleans coach Byron 
Scott won the award last year. 
Preaching the importance of 
trust to his players since train- 
ing camp. Brown has created 
a tightly knit team fronted by 
lames, who led the applause for 
his coach during the news con- 
ference at Cleveland's training 
facility. The 38-year-old Brown 
also has given more authority to 
his assistants, a sign of both his 
maturity as a coach and confi- 
dence as a leader. 
"This is our fourth year togeth- 
er," Brown said. "The biggest 
thing this year was finding that 
elusive word chemis'ry among 
a group of individuals to try and 
reach one goal. Our goal has not 
changed, but the thing that we 
felt would help define chemis- 
try is trust. They have shown 
tremendous trust in one and 
other. We've tried as a staff to 
show trust in them and in order 
to help that I had to show trust 
in my assistants." 
As he complimented his assis- 
tants, lames, Delonte West and 
other players reached over and 
began patting assistants Mike 
Malone, lohn Kuester, Hank 
Egan, Melvin Hunt and Chris 
lent on their backs. 
"I had to show our players that 
I trust those guys," Brown said. 
"We can talk about something 
and I can turn my back to it and 
we know the job is going to get 
done." 
Perry praised Brown for an 
unmatched work ethic. Brown's 
attention to detail has endeared 
him to his players and staff, but 
like any successful coach, the 
long hours have taken away 
time from the father of two's 
family. Brown's wife, Carolyn, 
was on hand to see him get the 
award. 
"Mike sets the tone with how 
hard he works," Ferry said. "He 
pushes all of us. The guy watches 
a lot of film. I le's obsessed with it. 
That's Carolyn's Saturday night 
movies, watching game tape." 
Brown was asked what his 
coaching mentors, Bernie 
Bickerstaff and Gregg Popovich, 
might be thinking about him 
winning the award. 
"Get back to work," said Brown, 
whose team has a 1-0 lead over 
Detroit heading into Game 2 
tomorrow. 
MICHAEL CONROV 
APPAlUSE:G»s coach Mike Brown, 
seen here applauding his players during 
a game, got applause from his players 
alter winning the Coach of the Year award 
yesterday. 
At the heart of Cleveland's 
success is Brown's relationship 
with lames. 
When he joined the Cavaliers, 
Brown, who worked with 
All-Star Tim Duncan in San 
Antonio, warned lames there 
would be times they wouldn't 
agree. 
"I told him, Remember we're 
hoth trying to fight toward the 
same goal, so don't take it per- 
sonal,'" Brown said. "Their may 
be a time when I go off on you 
and I may say the wrong thing 
in front of a group or go after 
you personally and hopefully 
you don't take it personal. We 
may need a night, and the next 
day we'll be back on the same 
page and continue moving for 
ward."' 
They have done just that. 
Brown said lames' willing- 
ness to accept criticism has 
strengthened their relationship. 
"He allows me to coach him," 
Brown said. "You have to have 
great players in this league in 
order to have success. I'm lucky 
and blessed to work with a guy 
like that. Without a guy like 
LeBron. none of this stuff would 
be possible." 
You deserve a factual look at... 
The New Anti-Semitism 
Who arc its advocates? What arc its goals? 
The Holocaust, in which over six million Jews were brutally murdered by the Nazis and their enthusiastic 
collaborators, happened over 60 years ago. So terrific were the events that - even today, about two generations 
later - nobody would wish to identify himself with them. Yet. a new anti-Semitism is now rearing its head. It is 
important to be aware of it. 
What arc the faces? 
Who are the new anti-Semites? The new anti- 
Semites do not publicly proclaim their desire to bring 
about a second Holocaust or to subject the Jews to 
mass murder or annihilation. The haired is aimed 
against the state of Israel, which, according to the 
new anti-Semites, represents all that is evil in the 
world and which is the main violator of human rights 
and  guilty of virtually  " 
every other abuse that can 
be conceived. This poison 
is now so widespread that 
a poll taken in Europe not 
too long ago found Israel 
to be the greatest menace 
to the peace of the world - far ahead of such 
murderous regimes as those of Iran or of North 
Korea. 
The leaders and instigators of this new anti- 
Semitism are concentrated on the political left, its 
most active and vocal spokesmen being found in our 
prestige universities. Such is the anti-Zionist (anti- 
Semitic) focus of the left that, almost 
incomprehensibly, it includes a fair number of Jewish 
professors and other "intellectuals." not just here in 
the United States, but even in Israel itself. 
Those on the extreme left call for the abolition of 
the State of Israel outright, although they do not tell 
us what they propose to do with the five million 
Israeli Jews. They would presumably be left to the 
lender mercies of the Arabs, who would, of course, 
have no greater joy than to emulate or perhaps even 
to "improve" on the Nazi model and to give "final 
solution!!) to the Jewish problem" once and for all. 
That isn't going to happen, of course, not because 
anybody in the world would lift a finger to prevent it. 
bul because, fortunately, Israel is a very strong and 
most capable nation. 
A death wish for Israel. In deference to "world 
opinion" and also to the wishes of the United Slates. 
Israel has allowed itself to be pressured into 
innumerable concessions to those who are sworn to 
destroy it. Bul it seems clear that, when the chips are 
"...the viciousness, volume and 
consistency of this criticism against Israel 
is such that it cannot be considered as 
anything but anti-Semitism..." 
really down, a most decisive response on the part of 
Israel can be expected. With the possible exception of 
Carthage during the Punic Wars, almost 2500 years 
ago. no country' in the world, no country in recorded 
history, has ever been threatened with extinction. 
Israel is the one exception. Fueled by (he extreme 
left, the "legitimacy" of Israel is a constant topic of 
discussion. The abolition of the "Zionist entity" gets 
■  serious attention, even in 
the hallowed halls of Ihe 
United Nations. Iran 
feverishly pursues the 
Holy Grail of atomic 
weapons. Its president has 
publicly declared - not 
once, but repeatedly - that Israel is a "tumor" that 
must be excised and that it must be wiped off the map 
of the world. Medium-range missiles Iso far. 
fortunately without atomic warheadsl are being 
paraded through the streets of Teheran, with signs 
attached to them, shamelessly giving their 
destination as Jerusalem. A few eyebrows are being 
raised around Ihe world, but otherwise nothing is 
being done about it. 
Because the memory of the Nazi Holocaust still 
lingers after all these years. Ihe new anti-Semitism is 
disguised as the socially more acceptable "anti- 
Zionism." It is pursued and propagated by the radical 
left. Every leftist demonstration - be it about the war 
in Iraq, against globalization, for or against whatever 
else - does inevitably include appeals against "Israeli 
subjugation of Ihe Palestinians." the "occupation of 
Palestinian lands by Israel," or simply asks for the 
elimination of Israel. Sadly, quite a few Jews, having 
been saturated with leftism from their early yean, 
participate in such demonstrations. 
While Ihe propagation of the new anli-Semilism by 
prestige universities-started in Europe (mostly in 
England), it has found fertile ground in the 
universities of the United Stales. The active 
participation in the new anti-Semitism by the 
American clergy (beginning with the Presbyterians) 
is a scandalous reality. 
Surely, not everybody who criticizes Israel is an anti-Semite. The actions of Israel, jusl as Ihe aclions of any 
other countries, are subject to examination and criticism. But the viciousness. volume and consistency of this 
criticism against Israel is such th.it it cannot he considered as anything hut anti-Semitism - the new anli- 
Semitism, disguised as anti-lsraelism or anti-Zionism. The foolish professors and (he hypocritical preachers are 
besotted by their leftism and by their hatred against Israel and America. Overt vilification of America has to 
remain muted -it's somewhat dangerous to be loo outspoken about it - bul Israel, perceived as the salrap and 
Ihe handmaiden of the United States in the Middle East, is an easy target. Nobody should he fooled. Anti- 
Semitism is anti-Semitism in whichever way it may be disguised. 
This message has bsen published and paid for by 
FLAME 
Facts and Logic About the Middle East 
P.O. Box 590359 ■ San Francisco. CA 94159 
Gerardo Joffe. President 
FLAME i$ a lax-e*emci. nonprofit educational SOI (c)(3) organization 
Us purpose 19 ma research and publication of the facts regarding 
oevetopmentt in ihe UiOde East and exposing false propaganda that 
might harm the internets ot the United Slates and its allies in that area o> 
the world Your tax deductible contnbut-ons are welcome They enable 
us to pursue theee goals and to pubfcsh these messages In national 
newspepers "fW magazines We have virtually no overhead Almost a" 
of our revenue pays for our educational wo*, tor these clarifying 
messages, and for related direct man 
To receive free FI.AMK updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org 
114 S. Main St.     1 
117 IM. Main St.     1 
109 1/2 N. Main St. 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
■    • Downtown apartments 
1    • Conweniently Located 
• Starting at $325                               '%& 
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Falcons next 
Invitational 
cancelled 
iveland State 
onal. the next event 
ikons. Has been can- 
e to poor weather 
II d .in unplayable 
se The meet will not 
■ .ip. The Falcons will 
>n Friday to kick off 
; MAC Championships. 
INE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
■•• to log on to The 
BG News Sports Blog for 
! coverage of your 
1
 alcon sports teams. 
•>log today to get the 
: op on the weather 
Ipring Game as well 
as vote in our new poll. For 
under of the week. 
be covering spring 
football, baseball, softball and 
much more. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
Softball 
Baseball 
Today in 
Sports History 
1996-Chicago Bulls win 
>rd 72 games. 
1967—The Los Angeles 
are rained out for 
: time in team history 
i/games. 
1955-The Brooklyn 
Dodgers start the season 10- 
0. then a record. 
The List 
While likely not to be the 
only postseason award for 
the Cleveland Cavaliers this 
season. Mike Brown took the 
first with Coach of the Year. 
Here are five great moments 
from Brown: 
1. Franchise record: 
Brown led the Cavs to their 
bh in team history 
with 66 wins. 
2. Ejection: In a road 
.igainst the lowly 
Sacramento Kings. Brown got 
himself ejected to give life to 
his team, which grinded out 
an overtime victory. 
3. Division title: 
Brown led the Cavs to a 
Central Division for the first 
time since he took over for 
the 2005-06 season. 
4. All-Star Game: 
Brown was selected to coach 
the 2009 East Division All- 
Star Team. The East lost the 
game 146-119. 
5. Playoffs: Brown 
guided the Cavs to their first 
playoff win of the year last 
Saturday against the Detroit 
Pistons. 
BRANDON HEISS 
SWING AWAY: ons will be looking to put up v 
.■mng. 
CTHANMAGOC 
SOLID D: ime problems with defense this season, but the team is hoping 
that n beh n Michigan State this afternoon 
A break from the MAC 
Falcon baseball set for 
evening contest at OSU 
ichigan State next stop 
for Falcon softball team 
By Sean Shapiro 
Reporter 
I hree days alter facing off 
against No. 24 Kent State, BG 
will face a similar task in No. 
26 Ohio State. 
The non-conference contesi 
for both teams will star) with a 
6:35 p.m. opening pitch at Ohio 
Stale's Hill Davis Stadium. 
This past weekend, BG 
played well against the I lashes. 
taking one of three I rum them 
and improx ing their overall 
record to 17-16 and 8-6 in the 
Mid-American (inference. 
For BG coach Danny 
Schmitz, Frida) s 9 2 win ovei 
the  flashes was  one of the 
Falcon's mosi impressive this 
season. 
"We showed we can plaj w ith 
the  best  team in  the confer 
ence." Schmitz said. "In fact, 
even  one ol  the  best  in  the 
country." 
Ohio State enters the week- 
end boasting an impressive 
29-8 'i ! Big I in record after 
sweeping conference oppo- 
See BASEBALL I Page 7 
By Paul Barney 
Report 
\ftei posting a 2-2 record last 
weekend against Akron and 
Ohio, the softball team will 
look to net hack in the Win 
COhimn today as they head to 
I ast i ansing for a I p.m. non- 
conference   matchup   with 
Michigan state. 
The last meeting between 
these two teams was Mar. 16, 
2008, ill which the Spartans 
posted a 6-2 win at the Stetson 
Invitational in Florida, 
fheFalcons(9 24, I lOMid- 
\meiican Conference) are 
2-1 against the Spartans (14- 
24, 0-11 Big Ten) with coach 
Shannon Salslmrg at the 
helm. Overall, the falcons 
hold a 12-7 advantage in the 
all-time series. 
no is coming off an up and 
down weekat the plate, having 
recorded a combined six hits 
in their split with Akron, and 
a total of IS hits in their split 
with Ohio, lor the falcons to 
have success, thev will need 
SOFTBALL | Page 7 
en's golf 
team takes 
14th at 
Purdue 
By Bill Bordewick 
Reporter 
fhe BCi men's golf team got 
another taste of Big It) level 
competition this past weekend 
in West Lafayette, Ind.. for the 
Boilermaker Invitational—and 
it did not exactly go well for the 
team. 
The Falcons finished in 14th 
place out of IB with an overall 
score of 901 in a tournament that 
was thoroughly dominated by 
the Big 10 teams 
in the field. 
Illinois won the 
tournament with 
a collective score 
of 855—which 
was good for nine 
under par. 
Big 10 teams 
Penn state, Iowa, 
Wisconsin and 
Indiana rounded 
out the top five in 
team scoring. 
"The Big 10 is 
very good this 
year," BG coach 
Carry Winger 
said. "An oppor- 
tunity to compete 
against those 
schools is great." 
The Big 10 
dominance 
should be expect- 
ed from Illinois 
and Indiana—as 
both are ranked 
in the top 16 in 
the country—but 
the performance 
from the other 
schools in the 
conference just proves how deep 
the conference is when it comes 
to golf. 
Penn State, not ranked in the 
top 25 of the country, gave No. 
lti Illinois everything they could 
handle in only losing to them by 
a single stroke and beating the 
sixth ranked team in the country. 
Indiana, by 12 strokes. 
"Penn State's coach, (ireg Nye, 
was my golf c(lach at B( i." Winger 
v
n 
Drew 
Preston 
Led the 
Falcons at 
Purdue and 
finished tied 
for 43rd place 
a 
John 
Powers 
Was second 
on the team 
and finished 
tied for 48th 
place 
See GOLF | Page ' 
Brown is NBA Coach of the Year 
Tom With*rs 
The Associated Press 
I\DI:PI:M)I:.\CI; like ins 
lirsi year in Cleveland, LeBron 
lames' second NBA season 
ended without a trip to the play 
oils. I he miss was inexcusable 
to Cavaliers rookie owner Dan 
Gilbert, who set out an Imme- 
diate coaching search so it 
wouldn't happen again. 
Gilbert plucked a highly 
regarded assistant off Indiana's 
stall, a likable gu\ who vowed to 
msiiii a defense-first identity in 
Cleveland. 
I he hiring wasn't well 
received. 
"Who the heck is Mike Brown?" 
Cavs general manager Danny 
ferry ret ailed as the overriding 
sentiment hack then. 
four years later, here's an 
updated answer: coach of the 
year. 
Brown,    who    has    taken 
Steelers begin quest to 
repeat as champions 
MARK DUNCAN 
WINNER: .   rlfortII (front light) sits next to GM Danny Ferry as players 
applaud during his Coach of the Yeai award press conference 
Cleveland to the postseason 
in each of his four seasons, 
was honored yesterday as the 
leagues lop coach alter lead 
ing the Cavaliers to 66 wins, a 
Central Division title and the No. 
I overall playoff seed following 
die greatest regular season in 
(luh history. 
With  lames and the other 
Cavaliers standing behind him 
BROWN  Page 7 
Nichols releases 2009 men's soccer schedule 
Aug. 26 - at Cleveland State (Exhibition); 7 p.m. 
Sept. 1 - vs. Marshall; 1 p.m. 
Sept. 4 - vs. Louisville; 7 p.m. 
Sept 6 - at Kentucky; 1 p.m. 
Sept. 11 - vs. Richmond; 5 p.m. 
Sept. 12 - at Duquesne: 7:30 p.m. 
Sept. 18 - at Dayton; 7 p.m. 
Sept. 20 - vs. IPFW; 2 p.m. 
Sept. 23 - at Michigan; 7 p.m. 
Sept. 26 - at Akron; 7 p.m. 
Oct. 3 - vs. Western Michigan; 1 p.m. 
Oct. 6 - vs. Valparaiso; 3 p.m. 
Oct. 16 - at Buffalo - 7:30 p.m. 
Oct. 21 - vs. Michigan State; 4 p.m. 
Oct. 24 - vs. Hartwick; 1 p.m. 
Oct. 28 - at Wright State 7 p.m. 
Oct. 31 - vs. Northern Illinois; 12 p.m. 
Nov. 4 - vs. Detroit: 2 p.m. 
Nov 7 - vs. Flordia Atlantic; 12 p.m. 
Alan Robinson 
The Associated Press 
PITTSBURGH - Super Bowl 
champions don't gel much of an 
oil season. 
Only 2 1/2 months after the 
Pittsburgh defeated the Arizona 
Cardinals lor the franchise's 
sixth NFL title, the Steelers — at 
least most of them — were back 
on the practice field yesterday. 
Haiti chased them indoors for 
the first of 14 organized team 
practices that run periodically 
through early lime and are a 
supplement to next week's man- 
datory, three-day minicamp. 
Alter winning their second 
Super Bowl in four seasons, wide 
receiver Mines Ward said the 
Steelers don't need to be pushed 
and prodded to return to prac- 
tice. 
Apparently not — All-Pro 
linebacker lames Harrison was 
working out again only two days 
after the Steelers' last-minute, 
27-23 win over the Cardinals 
in Tampa. Wide receiver l.imas 
Sweed was talked out of doing 
conditioning work later that 
same week, but he waited only 
two weeks before resuming his 
personal workouts. 
The Steelers are being driv- 
en by two factors, according to 
Ward: I) A determination not 
to repeat the major letdown of 
their post-Super Bowl 2006 sea- 
son, when they started 2-6 and 
finished 8-8.2) A desire to match 
the three Super Bowls won in 
recent history by New England, 
and perhaps even the four won 
by the Steelers of the 1970s. 
"1 know I want to win another 
one," Ward said. "The teams 
in the 1970s, they won four. If 
we can win another one, then 
I think we'll be right up there 
with New England as one of the 
teams in the dynasty." 
See STEELERS | Page 7 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
Two Falcon athletes cited 
Leah Johnson, a starting forward for the womens soccer team, was cited early last 
Thursday morning (oi criminal trespass and underage drinking. 
Johnson. 18. was observed jumping a fence and approaching a residence on South 
Prospect and seemed unsteady on her leet and unsure about entering the house she was 
at. according to police. 
Johnson started all 20 games lor the women's soccer team last season, piling up three 
points 
Justus Jones, a redshlrt wide receiver lor the football team, was cited early Sunday 
morning for underage possession and open container of alcohol 
Jones. 19. was observed carrying an open 12 ounce can of Busch Light beer and offi- 
cers smelled of beer, police said 
The athletic department did not return messages seeking comment on both instances 
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neni Purdue last weekend, rhe 
Buckeyes won in varying fash- 
ion during the weekend, shut 
ling <*•• the Boilermakers i-o 
Friday and then outslugging 
them the rest of the weekend 
(7-4 and! 1-10}. 
Friday, Ohio Stale won the 
pitchers duel as both learns 
picked up five hits, However 
the only run to cross the plate 
was an eighth inning home 
run by designated hitter Ryan 
1 lew. 
The rest of the weekend saw a 
combined 52 hits between the 
two teams With Ohio Male com- 
ing out on top in each of the 
contests. 
Ii is likel) thai neither team 
will have their number one 
starter go this weekend. Schmitz 
has already declared hi-- pitch- 
ers from last weekend will 
noi be on the mound tonight, 
while Ohio State is expected to 
save their top starters for their 
upcoming weekend series with 
Northwestern. 
Following tonight's contest, 
H(i will return to Northwest 
Ohio for the battle of 1-75 with 
rival Toledo. While hoih learns 
are in the MAC, il will be a non- 
conference till due to schedul- 
ing 
BO is hoping thai lliis nun 
conference contest against a 
\l \l school will fair heller then 
their lasl one, when they were 
lie.n 27-7 al home by Eastern 
Michigan. 
Despite the instate rival- 
ries in both games. Schmitz's 
main goal is to keep his team 
focused and prepared lor MAC 
play against Miami this week- 
end. 
"Basically the mosi important 
thing is thai we get ready for 
GOLF 
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said. "They have heroine a great 
program." 
fhe Hig ID'S dominance was 
shown not only in the team 
competition hut also in the 
individual portion of the loin 
nament, 
The Big 1(1 saw golfers from 
us membei schools finish in 11 
out of the top 12 positions. Only 
( leveland Suite golfer lacob 
Scott's one undei par perfor- 
mance Of 7'l"). which was good 
for seventh place, was able to 
break up the Big id's domi- 
nance at the top—in which 
Dan v\Voltnian of Wisconsin 
won with a nine under par 207. 
While the Big ID was domi- 
nating, B( I saw its golfers strug- 
gling. Freshmen Drew Preston 
was best lakon finisher with 
an eight over par 224, which 
was good for a lie for-Klrd place. 
"We didn't have anyone play 
really well," Winger said. "I )rew 
was our best finish at II. and 
dial's not going to win any lour 
nainenls." 
Winger alluded to the final 
round saves that the Preston 
and Mall Schneider pulled off 
aftei each started poorly in the 
final round. 
Preston started oul the 
tournament with an no hut 
rebounded nicely over the next 
two rounds with 71 and 73. 
lunior captain lohn Powers 
chalked a pair of 7(>s logo along 
with an opening round 711 and 
"We didn't have 
anyone play really 
well. Drew was 
our best finish at 
43, and that's not 
going to win any 
tournaments." 
..'. 
that score of 225 was good fora 
tie for 48th place, 
Schneider opened with a 77 
in the firs) round and finished 
ihe final two rounds with 75s 
good for a cumulative score of 
227 and a tie for 59th place. 
Parker llevvit and Bryan 
Mitchell rounded out the Falcon 
scoring with a pair of 233s— 
good fora tie of milh place. 
The Falcons will get a week 
oil before competing in the 
Mid American Conference 
Championships April 30th 
through May 2nd. 
"We're looking forward to the 
MAC  Tournament,"   Winger 
said. "There have been scinic 
teams thai have played well, 
and there have been some 
teams thai haven't played well 
Inn none of that matters." 
"It's imperative that we get oft 
to a good start—you can't win 
the tournament the first but 
you can certainly lose il. There's 
36 holes the first day and that's 
half your tournament" 
SOFTBALL 
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to be consistently aggressive al 
the plate, especially when there 
are runners on base. 
"Alter you're thai aggressive 
you know thai there's going 
to be some adjustments made 
by ihe pitchers, and we have 
to find ways to hit people In," 
Salsburg said. "We left too 
many on base in key situa- 
tions." 
The Falcons will return to 
MAC play ibis weekend, when 
they host Buffalo and Kent Stale 
STEELERS 
From I 
Nose tackle ( asey I lampion 
believes one more Super Bowl 
victory   would   cause   these 
Steelers to be remembered as 
one of the best teams in Ml. 
history. 
While1 they've changed coach- 
es, from Bill Cowher to Mike 
Tomlin since winning the Super 
Bowl during ihe 2005 season, 
main of ihe key players (Ward. 
I lampion, Ben Roethlisbergei. 
Willie Parker. Heath Miller, 
lames l-arrior, Troy Polamalu, 
Aaron Smith. Brett Keisel, larry 
loote. Deshea Ibwnsend) are 
the sit me. 
"Especial!) with the same core 
of guys, it's kind of like the same 
team," I lampion said. "We're 
trying to catch the old Sleeleis. 
back in the day, see if we can 
get us four, see what that would 
belike." 
Since Ihe Sleelers won four 
dmesduring the 1974-79 seasons, 
and ihelOerswonfourfrom 1981- 
89 (plus a fifth in 1994), the only 
teams to win three Super Bowls 
are the Cowboys (1992-93,1995) 
and the Patriots (2001,2003-04). 
I lampion said the Steelers got 
"lax ... forgot how we got there" 
alter winning three years ago, 
hui Ward promised thai won't 
happen again. 
We've been through that.The 
veteran guys who were on that 
first Super bowl we won a couple 
ol years ago. we came hack with 
a disappointing H-H year." Ward 
said. I think there's a different 
mindset coming into this. We ve 
got a lot of veteran guys mixed in 
with a lot of new, unproven guys 
who have lo slep up Ihcii game. 
And coach Tomlin. he won't let 
us have a down year. I lis expec- 
tation levels are very high, and 
thev should be." 
Listings Available On-Line 
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
STOP 
by our office & 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good locations] 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 v.. Woojter Street. Howling Greca, OH 
Located Across Prom Tiico Iti-ll. 
RKYI'M. OKI-It K 14191.154-22611 
Hours- Monday lo FrMt) 8:.W- to 5:.«l • Saturday • H:.ll) to 5:0(1 
www.jiihnnewlouTcalestali-.com 
NOW LEASING FOR 2009 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
COLUMBIA 
COURTS APTS 
903 - 935 Thurstin 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
• Furnished 
• Starting at ^" $760°°"" 
+ utilities    <£r">°nth 
■ On-site laundry^ 
1
 Dishwasher/Garbage 
Disposal 
< Air conditioning & 
Fireplaces available for 
an additional cost 
> Free Wireless Internet 
HEINZ APTS 
424 Frazee 
808 & 818 N. Enterprise 
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
1
 Furnished 
i Starting at -5~" $900°° 
+ utilities 
' On-site laundry' 
Air Conditioning 
1
 Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
i Plenty of parking 
1
 Free Internet Access 
MERCER MANOR 
323 & 331 
S. Mercer Rd. 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 fullbaths 
• Starting at    y$>e^7 
+ Utilities <jP«f oionii^ 
• On-site laundryV^v-J"^ 
• Air Conditioning 
• Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
• BGSU Shuttle stop 
• Plenty of parking 
■Free Wireless Internet 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
<TJS- 445 E. Woosler St. 
Hours                                                             WmmB Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm                     P"V 419-352-0717 
Saturday: I Oam - 3pm                            OEINMIAH. INC. .               www.greenbriarrentals.com 
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and his coaching Staff seated 
a few feet away. Brown huiii- 
hly accepted the lied Auerhac h 
trophy. 
"If they did not wain me to 
coach them, I wouldn't he able 
to coach them.'' he said. I look 
at this as a partnership. Yes, my 
name is on this, hut this is the 
ultimate team award from a 
coaching standpoint I haven't 
pul on a uniform or done any 
thing out on the floor. I he play- 
ers have done it all The coach- 
ing staff has donealot and when 
you win an award like this, you 
can't do it hy yourself. 
"You have some great people 
around MIII.'' 
None greater than lames, the 
likely league MVP, who feels 
Brown has been overlooked 
mostly because he has a supei 
star at his disposal. 
"Thai was the main reason. 
lames said. "But that doesn't 
lake away from the fact that 
we still have to go out there 
and play lor him and abide bj 
his system. There are a lot of 
teams with great talent, but that 
doesn'l automatical!) qualify 
you as a good coach or give you 
wins. 
"It just showed this year how 
good ol a coach he is." 
lirown joins Kill Fitch in 197l> 
as the only Cleveland coaches 
low in ihe award. 
Expected to be a close vote, 
Brown won in a landslide lie 
received 55 first-place votes and 
earned 355 total points from a 
panel of 122 sports writers and 
broadcasters, who awarded five 
points for first, three points for 
second andonepoinl for third. 
Houston's Rick Adelnuin was 
second with 151 points, one 
ahead of Orlando's Stan Van 
Gundy. Both got  13 first-place 
votes. Portland's Nate McMillan 
was first on 15 ballots and fin- 
ished fourth with 127 points. 
New Orleans coach Byron 
Scott won the award last year. 
Preaching the importance ol 
trust to his players since train- 
ing camp.  Brown has created 
a tightly isiiii team fronted by 
lames, who led the applause lor 
his coach during the news con- 
fereni e ,ii Cleveland's training 
facility. I he- 38 year old Brown 
alsohasgivenmoreauthorlrj to 
his assistants, a sign of both his 
maturity as a coat h and confi- 
dence as.i leader, 
"This is our fourth yeai togeth- 
er," Brown said. "Ihe higgesi 
thing this year was finding dial 
elusive word chemistr) among 
a group of individuals to try and 
reach one goal. Our goal has not 
changed, hut the thing that we 
fell would help define chemis- 
try is trust. They have shown 
tremendous trust in one and 
other. We've tried as a staff lo 
show trust in them and in order 
lo help thai I had to show trust 
in my assistants." 
As he complimented his assis 
tants. lames. Delonte VVesi and 
other players reached over and 
began palling assistants Mike 
Malone. lohn Kuester, Hank 
Egan, Mclvin Hunt and Chris 
Icni on their backs. 
"I had lo show our players that 
I trust those guys,'' Brown said. 
"We can talk about something 
and I can turn my back to il and 
we know the job is going lo gel 
done." 
ferry praised llrow'n for an 
unmatched work ethic Brown's 
attention to detail has endeared 
him to his players and staff, bui 
like any successful coach, the 
long hours have taken away 
lime from the lather ol two's 
family Browns wile. Carolyn, 
was on hand to see him gel ihe 
award. 
"Mike sets Ihe lone with how 
hard he winks. Ierr\ said. "He 
pushesallofus, rheguj wenches 
a lot of film. I le's obsessed with it. 
That's Carolyns Saturday night 
movies, watching game tape." 
Brown was asked what his 
coaching mentors, Bernie 
Bickerstalf and (iregg I'opcn ich. 
might he thinking about him 
winning the award. 
diet back to work." said Blow II. 
whose team has a l-l) lead over 
Detroit heading into (lame 2 
tomorrow. 
MICHAEl C0NB0Y 
APPALUSE: 
\t the bean ol Cleveland 
sue c ess is Brown's relationship 
with lames. 
when he joined the Cavaliers 
Brown, who worked with 
All-Star iini Dune an in San 
Antonio, warned lames there 
would he limes they wouldn't 
agree 
"I told him, 'Remember we're 
both trying to fight toward the 
same goal, so don't take it pet 
sonal." Brown said. Their may 
be a time when I go oil on you 
and I ma) say the wrong thing 
ill front ol a group or go alter 
you personally and hopelulK 
you don'l lake il personal Ui 
may need a night, and the ncxi 
day well he back on the same 
page and continue moving foi 
ward. ' 
They have done jusi that. 
Brown  said  lames'  willing 
ness  lo  accept  criticism  has 
strengthened their relationship, 
"He allows me m coach him. 
Brown said. Aon have lo have 
great players in this league in 
order lo have success I'm luck) 
and blessed lo work with a gin 
like that. Without a gu\ like 
LeBron. none of this stuff would 
he possible." 
"...the viciousness. volume and 
consistency of this criticism against Israel 
is such that it cannot be considered as 
anything but anti-Semitism..." 
You deserve a factual look at... 
The New Anti-Semitism 
Who arc its advocates? What are its seals? 
The Holocaust, in which over si\ million Jews were brutally murdered hy Ihe Nazis and their enthusiastic 
collaborators, happened over 60 years ago, So terrific were the events ihat - even today, about two generations 
later nobody would wish I" identify himself with them. Vet, a new anti-Semitism is now rearing a- head. II is 
important to he aware of it. 
What are the facts? 
Who are the new anti-Semites? The new anti- 
Semites dci not publicly proclaim their desire inhrinii 
abOUl a second" Holocaust "r In Subject the lews to 
mass murder or annihilation. The haired is aimed 
against ihe state of Israel, which, according to Ihe 
new anti-Semites, represents all Ihat is evil in the 
world and which is Ihe main violator oi human rights 
and guilty of virtually 
every other abuse thai can 
be conceived. This poison 
i> now so widespread Ihat 
a pull taken in Europe not 
too long ago found Israel 
lo he the greatest menace 
to the  peace of Ihe  world  - iar ahead  of such 
murderous regimes as those of Iran or of North 
Korea. 
The leaders and instigators of this new anti 
Semitism are concentrated on the political left, its 
most active and vocal spokesmen being found in our 
presiige universities. Such is the anti-Zionist (anti- 
Semitic) focus of the left that, almost 
incomprehensibly, it includes a fair number of Jewish 
professors and other "intellectuals," not just here in 
the United Stales, hut even in Israel itself. 
Those on Ihe extreme left call for the abolition of 
Ihe State oi Israel outright, although they do not tell 
us what they propose to do with Ihe five million 
Israeli lews. They would presumably he let! to the 
lender mercies ol the Aral's, who would, of course, 
have no greater joy than to emulate or perhaps even 
lo 'improve on the Nazi model and to give "final 
solution!!) to the Jewish problem" once and for all. 
That isn't going to happen, of course, no! because 
anybody in Ihe world would lift a linger lo prevent it, 
hul because, fortunately. Israel is a very strong and 
most capable nation. 
A death wish for Israel. In deference lo "world 
opinion" and also to the wishes of Ihe I'nited States. 
Israel has allowed itself to be pressured into 
innumerable concessions to those who AIV sworn to 
destroy it. But it seems clear that, when the chips are 
really down, a most decisive response on the part ol 
Israel ijn he expected. With the possible exception ol 
Carthage during the Punic Wars, almost 2500 years 
ago. no country in the world, no country in 
history, has ever been threatened with extinction. 
Israel is the one exception, Fueled by '.he extreme 
left, the "legitimacy" oi Israel is a constant topic of 
discussion, 'ihe abolition ol the "Zionist entil 
^^^^—^—^^—^—    wrious attention. 
the hallowed halls ol Ihl 
I'nited      Nations       Iran 
feverishly   pursues   the 
Holy   Grail   ol   atomic 
weapons. Its president has 
publicly declared - not 
once, hut repeatedly - thai Israel is a "tumor" thai 
must he excised and that il must he wiped oft the map 
of the world. Medium-range missiles (so far, 
fortunately without atomic warheads) arc 
paraded through the streets of Teheran, with signs 
attached to them, shamelessly giving their 
destination as Jerusalem. A lew eyebrows are being 
raised around Ihe world, hut otherwise nothing is 
being done about it. 
Because the memory oi ihe Nazi Holocausl -iii! 
lingers after all these years, the new anti Semitism is 
disguised as the socially more acceptable "anti 
Zionism." It is pursued and propagated hy the radical 
left, Every leftist demonstration - he it about the war 
in Iraq, against globalization, for or against whatever 
else does inevitably include appeals against I- ac 
subjugation ol the Palestinians," the "occupation ol 
Palestinian lands hy Israel.' or simply asks for the 
elimination of Israel. Sadly, unite .1 few lews, having 
been saturated with leftism from their earl; 
participate in such demonstrations. 
While the propagation of the new anti Semitism by 
prestige universities-started in Europe (mostly in 
England),   it    has   found   fertile   ground   in   the 
universities   ol   the   United   st.iu*    rhe  active 
participation  in  Ihe  new anti-Semitism  hv  the 
American clergy (beginning with thl I',- 
is a scandalous reality, 
Surely, not everybody who criticizes Israel is an anti-Semite. The actions ol Israel, uist as Ihe actions nl any 
other countries, are subject to examination and criticism. But the viciousness. volume and consistency ol this 
criticism against Israel is such thai it cannot he considered as anything hut anti-Semitism the new anti 
Semitism. disguised as anti-lsraelism or anti-Zionism. The foolish professors and the hypocritical pit.:, 
besotted by their leftism and by their haired against Israel and America Overt vilification ol America has in 
remain muted - it's somewhat dangerous to he too oulspoken about it - hut Israel, perceived as the satrap .in,! 
the handmaiden of the United States in the Middle East is an easy target. Nobody should he tooled. \nti 
Semitism is anti-Semitism in whichever way it may he disguised. 
This message has bean published and paid for by 
FLAME 
Facts and Logic About the Middle East 
P.O. Box 590359 ■ San Francisco. CA94159 
Gerardo Jofte, President 
FlAMC is ■ U<«x«rnpt. nonptoM educahon* 501 (e)(3) otgafWaitO" 
its purpose is the research ana publication of tne facts lega'dmg 
developments m the M-Odle East ana e«posmg false propaganda thai 
might harm the interests ol the Unted States and its albas m that area ol 
the world Your tandeduciow comnDutions are welcome '■■ 
JS lo pursue Ihese goals and to publish these messages in national 
newspapers and magazines We have virtually no overlie,, < 
ol our revenue pays 'or our educational won., lor BtvM 
messages, end tor related direct men 
To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org 
114 S. Main St. 
117 N. Main St. 
109 1/2 N. Main St. 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• Downtown apartments 
• Conveniently Located 
• Starting at $325 
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Obama urges Cabinet to cut 
$100 million in spending 
By Steven R. Hurst 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — President 
Barack Obama ordered his 
Cabinet yesterday lu find ways to 
slice spending by SKX) million, 
but acknowledged it's a "drop in 
the bucket'' and said there's a 
"confidence gap" that he needs 
to overcome. 
lust back from a latin America 
summit. Obama told the first 
formal Cabinet meeting of his 
administration that vast spend- 
ing to combat the economic cri- 
sis was "the right thing to do." 
But lie also said taxpayers still 
need 10 know that every dol- 
lar they give the government is 
being spent wisely. 
"\\r also have a deficit — a 
confidence gap — when it comes 
to the American people." he told 
reporters. "And we've got to earn 
their trust." 
Obama said the SltX) million 
would come from "efficiencies" 
in agency operations, and would 
be in addition to future cuts in 
programs that aren't working. 
Yet the red ink in the annual 
budget is currently in the hun- 
dreds ol billions, lie was asked if 
the efficiency saving isn't just "a 
drop in the bucket". 
"It is," he replied.  "None of 
"None of these things alone are going to 
make a difference. But cumulatively, they 
make an extraordinary difference because... 
pretty soon.Jt adds up to real money." 
Baiack Obama I President 
these things alone are going to 
make a difference. But cumu- 
latively, they make art extraor- 
dinary difference because they 
si,II i setting a tone. ..$100 million 
there. $100 million here — pretty 
soon, even here in Washington, it 
adds up to real money.'' 
The federal deficit for March 
alone was $192.3 billion, and 
$100 million would represent 
a minuscule portion of that 
sum. roughly one-twentieth of 
1 percent. Obama in February 
brought forward a $3.6 trillion 
budget for the 2010 fiscal year, 
beginning Oct. I, a proposal that 
would produce S9.3 trillion in 
deficits over the next decade 
Senate Republican lead- 
er Mitch McConnell said he 
applauded all attempts to cut 
government spending but insist- 
ed that a $100 million cut would 
only cover one day's interest on 
Obama's $787 billion stimulus 
spending plan. 
Banks lose even more money than 
projected, lending still remains ti 
Tim Paradis 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — Investors are 
back to worrying about banks. 
Long-present unease about 
soured loans bubbled over yes- 
terday after Bank of America 
Corp. said it set aside $13.4 bil- 
lion to cover lending losses even 
as it posted earnings that beat 
expectations. Other big banks 
have also increased loss provi- 
sions in the past two weeks. 
Major market indicators 
tumbled more than 3 percent, 
including the Dow Jones indus- 
trial average, which fell 290 
points. Bank of America shares 
plunged 24.3 percent. 
Traders had been looking for 
some pullback after the Dow 
jumped 24 percent from 12- 
year lows in early March, led 
iargely by a recovery in hanking 
stocks. 
The renewed worries about 
banks's stability were aggravated 
by news reports that their lend- 
ing remains tight and that the 
government may swap its debt 
in banks for ownership stakes 
as its $700 billion bailout fund 
runs down. 
Because of the central role 
lending plays in keeping busi- 
nesses of all kinds going, inves- 
tors have been hunting for signs 
of a recovery in banks before 
they get more optimistic about 
the broader economy. 
The market has been encour- 
aged by early indications that 
a government drive for lower 
interest rates has been help- 
ing hanks step up lending, 
but investors are still sensitive 
to any signs of trouble. Now 
they're on high alert about what 
the government will say in two 
weeks when it reports results of 
in-depth examinations to see 
which banks might need more 
help to stay afloat if the econo- 
my gets even worse. 
Energy and materials com- 
panies also fell along with the 
prices of key commodities they 
rely on such as crude oil. 
The market declines were 
broad and deep, outweighing 
what would otherwise be posi- 
tive news about a step-up in 
deal activity. After a deal with 
IBM Corp. didn't work out, trou- 
bled technology company Sun 
Microsystems found a buyer in 
Oracle, a leading maker of busi- 
ness software, while PepsiCo 
Inc. said it would bid $6 billion 
to buy its two biggest bottlers. 
loe Saluzzi, co-head of equity 
trading at Themis Trading LLC, 
said traders are now viewing 
bank earnings with more skep- 
ticism amid concerns that even 
the better-than-expected results 
are disguising problems. 
Income from trading and 
low-cost borrowing rates have 
boosted results but not erased 
more difficult problems with 
bad debt, he said. 
"They're looking at bank 
numbers and_are saying they 
are not that'great," Salu/.zi 
said. 
IRE SALE 
Call now for your guaranteed lowest price. 
10     95% $1R (CANY atUoFf If Sort On A  
Brake Service 
FREE 
Brake Inspection 
m 
win 
 
OFF 
Mechanical 
Service 
.98 
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E 1045 N.Main 7B Bowling Green, Ohio 
419-353-5800 
ITS HERE! 
BG 
BUCKS 
SAVE BIG! 
and remember to 
use your coupon books. 
Also watch the BG News for 
more great BG BUCKS savings 
weekly or visit us online at 
www.bgviews.com 
to print additional coupons. 
PUBLISHED  BY 
Office of Student Publication* 
214 West h,iii 
Bt)wlin<| Gntfl bUle University . 
White House spokesman 
Robert Gibbs said later that the 
cuts were part of a larger cost- 
cutting effort by Obama. He said 
the president "has laid out cuts 
large and small in administrative 
costs" and in programs through 
out the government. 
Asked to elaborate on what 
Obama meant by citing a "confi- 
dence gap." Gibbs told reporters: 
"He knows and the American 
people know that continuing to 
run up deficits... and to continue 
to have those expand year after 
year after year is unsustainable. 
Despite much derision, that's 
why the president is seeking cuts 
both large and small. That's why 
the president has undertaken 
greater transparency as it relates 
to spending and the stimulus 
and I think the president overall 
wants to give the American peo- 
ple assurance that the govern- 
ment can use tile money from 
them wisely." 
M   M   I   V S   I   T   V 
bookstore 
■ • 
owen-Thompson Student Union 
hitp://bookstore bgsu.edu 
419-372 2851 
BGSUHYlain 
133 S Main SI 
Downtown    owling Green 
419-372 5310 
20% OFF 
THE PURCHASE OF 
BGSU Clothing & 
BGSU Imprinted Items 
O er good in store only, 
Noi valid with any oihe' o ers. 
Excludes textbooks One lime use only. 
Expires 5/1/09 
CHhi«i uta ditcounl cod* Bfl 
UNIVERSITY 
bookstore 
owen-Thompson SludenI Union 
hltp:'/bookstore. bgsu.edu 
419-372-2851 
BGSUHVIain 
133 S. Main SI. 
Downtown   owling Green 
419-372-5310 
20% OFF 
YOUR PURCHASE OF 
General Reading Books 
FICTION, NON-FICTION, BESTSELLERS, 
Rl II BhNt :E. Cl IIU'REN's AND MV >Rf 
O er good in store only. 
Not valid with any other o ers 
Excludes textbooks  One lime use only 
Expires 5/1/09 
Cat*-' u,a Owcounl coo* B9 A 
w 
L.      .^V      VS.       ^.      W      >Vf     .• 
•SWILL 
10% off 
with BGSU ID 
serjfciity 
spa | tanninJry'V^i _/ 
FREE 
HAIRCUT 
with purchase of any color service 
-upfetittrVP- 
419-333-4737 
M H " M" nil > sp, I.I inh. i tin I ni; I "in 
Men's Haircuts S10 Wednesday 
w Jerry's Automotive & Towing 
Radiator 
Flush & Fill 
$2995 
Tire Sale 
Buy 3, get 1 
17743 N. Dixie Hwy i Lube/oil/Filter 
419-353-7222     i       $15" 
Mon.-Fri. 8-5 Sat. 8-2 i ■ 
15% 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
in in-U of any othef otitr 
SE 55 £2; 
: $25 Gas Card 
! any service performed over $100 
!   $50 Gas Card 
any service performed over $300 
WY 
20% off your services 
!0% off any retail product 
a a 
141 W. WooiierM. 
OMt jTfyVC 
-8533 
Management Inc. www.meccabg.com 
Student Housing 
rneccabg.com |v3 
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Team works to 
cover up patients 
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Federal 
law prevents hospitals from 
revealing information on a 
patient, but hospital gowns 
occasionally allow a patient to 
reveal too much of themselves. 
The News & Observer of 
Raleigh reports that a North 
Carolina State University design 
team is working to end the issue 
of partial disclosure. 
It's not the first time some- 
one has tried to conceal what 
is sometimes exposed because 
of the gown's flimsy fabric and 
loosely tied open back. But 
North Carolina State textile 
design professor Traci Lamar 
has the financial backing and 
research to develop a restyled 
garment that could finally be 
practical for hospitals across the 
country. 
Lamar has been working on a 
solution since November 2006. 
Researchers hope to have the 
product ready for market in 
about two years. 
Classified 
Ads 
419-372-6977 
The BG Nov\ will nui knowingly accept 
advert lit menu that (tmnminate. m enconr- 
■*K*' di-»"iiiiiiui!iiii •(gaiiiM <iny Individual or 
group on the ba*i* of race. *ex, color, creed, 
religion, national origin, sexual orii-nlatton. 
disability, si aim as a veteran, or on the bails 
■ )l .usv other legally prutea led »i,«tu» 
The B*i Nwn reserves I he right to decline, 
discontinue or revise anv adtenisrrnrnt 
sin"h a- iJlOM found 10 lie delaitiatory lack- 
ing in formal basis uilvlcxhiig or folse in 
nature. All ■dmtlMOMnti in wbfeti to 
editing and approval 
Help Wanted 
Services Offered 
Outdoor beach volleyball leagues 
now lorming. S20O-S250 per team tor 
10 wk session. Outdoor bar avail 
Call 419-874-9800 or visit us at: 
www.gmisports.net 
Southside Storage. 993 S Main St. 
has units available tor summer! 
Call 419-353-8206 
Help Wanted 
IBARTENDING! up to $300/day. No 
exp. necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520ext. 174. 
Computer help with IPOD etc, 
needed in Haskins. Call Cindy at 
419-823-1140 after 5pm 
Part-Time wait staff & cook needed, 
apply at LaRoe's in Grand Rapids 
For more into, call 419-832-3082 
SUMMER HELP 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Marketing. Advertising, & Business 
experience will be gained 
Large Distribution Center in Toledo 
has openings lor you! 
Gain real exp. for your resume. 
Will be able to work PT when school 
starts again or possible relocation to 
an office near university. 
S290-S620/wk. call 419-537-8009 
Monday-Friday lor an interview. 
www tdihr.com 
SUMMER OPENINGS 
Flex, sched. SM 25 base - appt, 
customer sales/service, will train. 
all ages 17+, interview now, 
start after finals! Call 419-740-7299. 
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! 
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA 
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan.com 
Center SuperyjMrJ 
ROSS'QrgyPerrysburg 
Candidate must have an Associate 
Degree in Early Childhood Education 
or related field & one year exp in 
eady childhood education; up to one 
year exp. working with word process- 
ing, spreadsheets, Internet, & 
database software, prefer one years 
supervisory exp. Responsibilities 
include managing & directing the 
daily operations of assigned sites, 
monitoring classrooms on a 
regular basis to ensure compliance 
w/ contract requirements & program 
standards, monitoring fiscal ex- 
penses, serving as a liaison between 
families, parent committees and/or 
local school districts, & preparing/ 
maintaining accurate reports and 
documents. Must have dependable 
transportation available for daily use 
S must submit to initial 8 periodic 
MVR and background checks and 
physical exams. Seasonal, full time, 
weekly salary of $488.00 - $683.00 
Send resume by May 1. 2009 to: 
WSOS, CAC, Attn HR-CSI/RP/GK 
P.O Box 590, Fremont, OH 43420 
EOE 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
Come join our summer intern pro- 
gram this year and earn the right to 
join our staff on a lull time basis in 
September (salary, bonus, benefits, 
401K, profit sharing, equity). 
We are a national sales organization 
expanding rapidly We want up- 
wardly mobile career professionals 
who want to grow, develop, and 
prosper with the success ol our com- 
pany. If you have a vision of your life 
that includes committment to your 
career, a passion to achieve and 
succeed, and the opportunity to join 
a world-class organization, please 
forward your resume to: 
craig.semenec@tamilytieritge.com 
For Rent 
• ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL - 
2BRapt-1026E. Wooster, 
S595/mo, avail NOW! 
2 huge BR apt -1024 E. Wooster. 
S495/mo, avail August 
1 BR apt - 920 E Wooster, 
$495/mo incl. all util. avail. Aug 09. 
2 - 2BR apts - 920 E. Wooster, 
$695/mo, avail May 8 Aug 
Call 614-668-1116 
•• 2 and 3 BR aplstiouses. 09-10 sy, 
see Cartyrentals.com 
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
•"1-4 BR apts 8 houses 09-10 sy, 
1 Ig house left, 8 allowed on lease, 
next to campus 8 downtown. 
low as $250/mo for each student. 
See Canyrentals com lor discounts 
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
1 8 2 BR apts, quiet. Sign up now for 
tall, save up to $1200. 
Susan-419-841-9816, 419-345-4768 
12 month leases starting May 2009: 
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $900 . util, 
525 Manville - 3BR house 
S700/mo + utilities, 
424 S. College - 3BR house 
S700/mo + utilities, 
818/822 2nd St-2BR, 
$510/mo + gas/elec. 
12 month leases starling Aug 2009: 
837 3rd St - 3BR duplex. 
S885/mo +utfl 
322 E Court *5 -1BR. $435 incl util, 
453 S Prospect B- 1BR, 
$330/mo + electric. 
www.bgaparlments.com 
S. Smith Contracting 
419-352-8917 
Tourists visiting 
Four Corners miss 
mark by miles 
SALT LAKH CITY (API — 
Tourists who think they're put- 
ting a band or foot in each of 
four states at the I'our Corners 
area are apparently missing 
the mark    by about 2.5 miles. 
National Geodetic Survey 
officials say the I'our Corners 
marker showing the intersec- 
tion of Arizona. Colorado, New 
Mexico and Utah is about 2.5 
miles west of where it should 
be. 
The only place in the United 
States where four state bound- 
aries come together was first 
surveyed by the government in 
1868 duringthe initial survey of 
Colorado's southern boundary. 
The survey was inaccurate. 
Officials said yesterday the 
accurate location lies to the 
east of U.S. 160 in (Colorado and 
northeast of the San luan River 
as it Hows into New Mexico. 
For Rent 
2BR duplex, Irg LR. Irg bath w/ W'D. 
garage avail. S595/mo. avail May, 
call 419-352-8872 
2BR, t bath - Garden Grove Town- 
houses. $495/mo 12 mo lease +dep. 
S545/mo school year lease ♦ dep, 
$570/mo semester lease *• dep, 
Pay in lull - pay next lower amount! 
Call 419-353-5891 
3 BR house, 404 S College 
$575/mo plus util. 
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850 
3BR, 2 bath - house w/den. 5th St, 
$750/mo. avail May. 
call 419-352-8872 
426 E Wooster. Lg  1 Bdrm. 
avail Fall 2009. S475/mo. utils incl 
Call 419-352-5882 
4BR. 2 bath - house, bsmt w/ W/D 
hookup, Wooster St. S1050/mo. 
avail May, call 419-352-3872 
Apts. Studio - 1.2 8 3 BR. 
www.literentals.com 
May 8 Aug. call 419-353-8206 
Avail now. newly remodeled apt w/ 
3 BR, each w/ priv bath 8 entrance 
Close to campus. S950/mo + elec 
Call 419-708-9981 
Avail, summer 8/or 1st semester 
only, see Canyrentals com 
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
1BR apt. close to campus, 
$395/mo + electric, pet friendly. 
Avail now 8 Aug, call 419-708-9981 
234 Manville - 4BR, 2 bath house, 
unturn, 2 blocks from campus. 
S1500/mo, call 920-676-1497 
1 BR apt across from campus. 
$350/mo + util, avail. August, 
9 or12 mo lease, call 419-787-7577 
•MVYW00DAPTS. > 
• • 
*    l Bdrms./Studios * 
Spring Special: 
Reduced Rent 
♦   Near BGSU. private 
*'    palio/entrance. extra 
•   storage, pets welcome 
* 
short-term leases avail. 
Also, no Security -ff. 
Deposit and 1/2 off' 1st :„ 
month if vou move in 
before'5/.M/OvV 
419-352-7691 t-.no.* 
•Rot rid ions Appl> 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
^m~~ -   | 
ACROSS 
1 Pares down 
6 Webber play 
10 Dmes 
14 Tippy vessel 
15 Curved molding 
16 Fencer's foil 
17 Start ol definition of a scholar 
20 Irritate 
21 And others, briefly 
22 Poster star 
23 Miss a step 
25 Simile center 
27 Part 2 of definition 
3-1 Light lager 
38 Remove cargo 
39 Coll. course 
40 Cave denizen 
42 Extra dry 
43 Chocolate browns 
46 Amicable 
49 Part 3 of definition 
51 Made a lap 
i Head wrap 
2 Female vampire 
3 Omitting nothing 
4 Impressionist painter 
5 Do tailoring 
6 Codger 
7 Spanish water 
8 Units of magnetic flux 
9 Behold 
10 Tractor-trailer 
11 Stratford-_-Avon 
12 Lima's land 
13 Ooze 
18 Shallow-water hunter 
19 Legendary Brave 
southpaw 
24 Ram's partner 
26 Actor Erwm 
28 Civil War soldier, 
briefly 
29 Air current 
30 King of comedy 
31 North of Paris 
32 Attract a cab 
33 Form a vortex 
34 Actor Gregory 
35 Graphics image 
36 Start of a motive? 
52 Wildcatter, e.g. 
57      nous (confidentially) 
61 Soviet news agency 
64 First-class 
65 End of definition 
68 Terrible ruler? 
69 Popeyes __ Pea 
70 Great brilliance 
71 Engrossed 
72 Shooting marbles 
73 Approaches 
37 Overwhelm with flat- 
tery 
41 Three in Italy 
44 Item of value 
45 Rwy. stop 
47 Concise concession 
48 OB Manning 
50 North American capi 
tat 
53 Spear 
54 Dough 
55 Sadat of Egypt 
56 Brooding places 
57 Bahrain ruler 
58 PBS program 
59 Lobster pot 
60 Big budget item 
62 From the start 
63 Females of the spe- 
cies 
66 DDE's predecessor 
67 Barbie's ex 
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ANY + 
ENTRE 
Small Chips & Choice of Salsa 
and 
Regular Fountain Drink 
OKOh 0ltCU> 
$R99 
%•*■   (plus tan) 
No meat substitutions 
limited time only at participating locations 
Not valid with any otfiet otrc. 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Basement Apt.. Near Campus 
S350/mo, util. incl. 
Call 419-352-5882 
Price Reduced. Fifth Street Apts 
2BR. 2 bath. C'A. appliances. 
shuttle stop across street. S4507mo 
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638. 
House w/ 6 BR. 2 baths & laundry, 
916 Third St. S1.650/mo 
Call 419-308-7955 
Shamrock Storage -1724 E Wooster. 
Summer storage near campus avail 
Call 419-354-0070 to reserve today1 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $499! 
On selected floor plans 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $599! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
•Private entrance 
• Patio 
•Spacious kitchen 
•Pets welcome! 
-FREE HEAT 
V*R>llt iQUAftf 
□ N t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715    fgf 
Now Op«n Saturday 10 1 LM- 
TOP 10 
REASONS TO 
GAS HEAT/ 
HOT WATEF 
Banquet Servers: Full or part-time, work when it fits 
your schedule. 
Banquet Captains: Full or part-time positions available 
Lead Servers: Full or part-time positions available 
Applicants must have friendly, professional attitude with the 
ability to work in a team atmosphere devoted to excellent service! 
I FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES AND VERY COMPETITIVE WAGES! 
For more information call 1 -800-636-8771 and ask for Human Resources, 
EXECUTIVE CATERERS AT LANDERHAVEN 
PLUS RECEIVE 
FREE INTERNET ACCESS 
^ Sty* 3f> Txrf**//^ 
6111 Lander-haven Dr.Cleveland,OH 44124 
GRE ENBRIAR, INC.   i   (419)352-0717 
io 
No more layering of clothes. 
9 
You can finally get rid of your wooby blanket 
8 
No more space heaters needed 
7 
You don't have to winterize the windows 
6 
No more cold drafts (we mean wind) 
5 
You can walk around barefooted again 
4 
Your friends will want to come over more often 
3 
Turn up the heat to your comfort zone 
2 
No more going into shock 
after seeing your monthly heating bill! 
1 
Take all the long hot showers you desire! 
Isn't it time you stop feeling the pain 
in your wallet everytime you turn up the heat. 
Call our hotline today! 
419-352-9135 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
& SUMMIT TERRACE 
400 E. Napoleon Road I winthrop@gerdenich.com 
wwww.winthropterrace.com 
10 Tuesday. Apnl 21.2009 WORLD WWW.BGVIEWS.COM 
STORIES COURTESY Of AP WIRE 
MAP COUKTESYOFYISIfiONECOM 
NEW POOL FURNITURE • PRIVATE BEDROOMS AVAILABLE • RESORT-STYLE SWIMMING POOL 
24-HR  FITNESS  CENT* 24-HR  GAME, ROOflfl  WITH   BILLIARD itaiiimwmnpmi v\ 
iTTiTTTlM H4ri-7JVV1< 
419.353.5100 | 706 NAPOLEON ROAD 
BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM 
OWNED AND PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED   BY   ill AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIES 
THE 
ENCLAVE 
